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Wright set 
for record 
comeback 
Chris Wright is just weeks from a return to the music business in a new partnership with Dover Records founders Phil and John Cokell. Wright says the agreement he struck with EMI when it bought Chrysalis does not ex- clude him from running a TV marketing specialist, though EMI does now own the Dover 

"I can go into Dover's type of business prior to being able to start a normal record com- pany," says Wright. The Cokell brothers, who founded Dover for Wright's Chrysalis in 1986, resigned as joint managing directors earl- ier this month. Last week John was un- available for comment while his brother Phil was on holi- day. An announcement is ex- pected in early May. 

Price cut lawp 

offers DIY deals 
A top legal firm is to offer cut- price contracts off-the-peg in a bid to make signing a record deal as easy as buying a house. Cameron Markby Hewitt is offering a package of six differ- ent standard contracts plus a consultation with one of its lawyers for just £400. All a record company has to do is fill in a series of spaces left, blank for advances, roy- alty rates and packaging deductions. Partner Tony Morris says most record contracts are un- necessarily complex. "If you go and buy a house, which is the most important purchase in most people's lives," he says, "most solicitors 

Morris: off-the-peg 
of two totally standard ts. There is not a lot in most record contracts that could not similarly be put into a standard wording." Morris says he expects the deals will appeal to smaller labels which do without proper because they feel 

they cannot afford them. Already the package has won the approval of indie label association Umbrella and Morris will offer the package to members at a £100 discount. Council member Brian Leafe says: "It provides good quality contracts at an afford- able price." Morris plans to produce a similar package of standard publishing contracts, but top music industry lawyer John Kennedy is sceptical and re- jects the comparison with con- 
about people not property and it's about relationships, not as- sets," he says. 

Dsckins takes 
hot seat isi 
Brits rewamp 
A shake up of key BPI commit- tees has ushered in an all-new management team for next year's Brits awards. Sony UK chairman Paul Russell has been replaced as head of the Brits committee by Warner Music UK chairman Rob Dickins. The change, coupled with the resignation of Jonathan King after this year's show, heralds a new approach to the industry's main event of the 

"After four years it is time for change," sayr Russell. "I have had a good time and I wish Rob the h st of luck." Russell emphasises that the post of Brits chairman is high- ly demanding. He is now con- sidering a new role as a trustee of the Brits trust. Other changes see BMG UK chairman John Preston take over from Dickins as head of the BPI's PR committee. 
London tops 
label share 
London Records was the UK's top singles label in the first quarter with success spear- headed by the Shakespears Sister number one hit Stay. London achieved a 6.9% share, according to CIN data, more than 60% higher than its share in the same quarter last year. Second placed singles label was Columbia, once again also Britain's most successful al- bums label. The Sony label's 6.7% share of sales was 45% up on a year ago. Second place went to East West, whose 5% share was 150% up on a year ago. PolyGram retained its lead- ing position as the UK's big- gest record company and dis- tributor of both singles and al- bums. showing an increase in all four categories. Conversely EMI, which benefited in the previous quar- ter from the Mercury effect, lost out in all four categories. Full details next week. 

Straight shoots 

back to Warner 
One of the original Warner "Gang Of Four" Phil Straight is returning to the UK com- pany next month after six years away. Straight, who will be reunit- ed with former colleagues Rob Dickins and Max Hole, is to step into new WEA managing director Moira Bellas' former position as director of interna- tional artist development. He has been working in the US as Warner Brothers vice president international since 1986. Straight, Dickins, Hole and current Virgin Records MD Paul Conroy were labelled the "Gang Of Four", as Warner's most hotly tipped young 

In his new role, expected to establish Straight as second in command to Bellas, he will be 

Straight: six years 
responsible for incoi national product as well as UK product overseas. As part of the Bellas re- shuffle, head of marketing Tony McGuinness has been promoted to director of mar- 

In February, McGuinness won MWs marketing award for the Seal campaign, his second ac- colade there in four years. 
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RCA rificts sales 'bias claim 
RCA has moved to reassure indie stores angered by alleged distribution bias in its month- ly Wedding Present single re- 

sales strategy. However, she admits being baffled by the high chart posi- tion of last month's Three. Its number 14 ranking 'suggests Mirelle Davis, Wedding sales of more than 15,000 Present product manager, says when the usual multiplier is the independent stores are in applied, but the company in- fact favoured by her careful sists each single is limited to 

Several indie stores have complained that they are un- able to obtain stock. Others appear to be buying in from major stores to sell the single back later at inflated prices. "People have realised they can get more money for them 

later," says Davis. Last week's release, Silver Shorts, had a mid-week posi- tion of three, underlining the strong support for each re- lease. "We have been sur- prised even though we knew they would sell well," says Davis. 

Publishers 
rake in £2m 
from audit 
MCPS is due to pay a total of £2m to its publisher members from its audit of record com- pany accounts in 1991. About £1.3m of the cash has already been paid out with an- other £700,000 to follow soon. MCPS commercial opera- tions manager Graham Churchill says the record pay- out justifies an on-going ex- pansion of MCPS auditing. Previous years have seen pay-outs closer to £lm, but he admits: "We won't be able to sustain this level of pay-out." Churchill says audits are also helpful to the record com- panies in uncovering defi- ciencies in their systems. "We are not talking about fraud, but human error." All record companies on the API and AP2 schemes are now audited annually i for royalties. 

BMG Classics 
reshuffles staff 
The new head of BMG Clas- sics, Simon Foster, has ap- pointed Michael Deacon, pre- viously manager of the classi- cal department, as manager of press and promotion. Jo Kennedy, who had been working in the now defunct Enterprises division at BMG, joins as product manager for classics and jazz. Jo Reece continues as mar- keting co-ordinator. 

Election blues 

as takings dip 
The general election depressed record sales right across the country last week. The Compact Disc Centre in Mortlake reported election day takings of only £36, following its worst ever Saturday co- inciding with the nearby Boat Race. "There seems to be no rhyme or reason to it," says owner Mel Tyler. "My shop is less than 50 yards from the polling 

Nottingham's Arcade Rec- ords reports that trade has steadily worsened since the ' of the election 
A team of unknown songwriters signed to Freddy Cannon's Cannon Music are to represent the UK at next month's Euro- vision Song Contest after winning last week's Song For Europe. One Step Out Of Time, written by Tony Ryan, 23, Paul Davies, 23, and Victor Stratton, 29, will be performed by Michael Ball at the grand final in Malmo after scoring more than 150,000 voles from viewers, 60,000 ahead of Its nearest rival. Cannon is pictured (Irontl with wife and partner Julie, Ball and Stratton, Ryan and Davies are pictur- ed (backl with Warner Chappell profes- sional manager (catalogue) Stuart New- ton. Warner Chappell has rights to the song outside the UK. A single of the song, performed by Ball, is released by Polydor today (Monday). 

date, and was 25% down last Thursday. "The day was a non-starter," says the shop's Kevin Thomas. "Everyone might as well have stayed at home and put our feet up." Adrian's Records in Essex had been visited by prospec- tive MP Teresa Gorman the day before the election. But owner of Adrian's Rec- ords Adrian Rondeau says: "It's been absolutely dead. It's all these politicians driving along the High Street, shout- ing at people, and frightening them away." 

In Bristol, Rival Records had reportedly been quiet all week, and trade was definitely down on election day. Our Price marketing man- ager Neil Boote reports that the whole week was slow. "We anticipated that trad- ing on election day would be even slower," Boote says, "but I've had no panic-stricken Our Price branch managers on the 
Our Price's Harrow store says Thursday was a "pretty naff day" and that sales were depressed by 30% week-on- 

Wembley sets live profits goafl 
Wembley is banking on a bum- per year for live stadium con- certs to bolster poor financial results for 1991. Wembley pic made a pre-tax loss of £8.37m for the year to December 31, largely due to exceptional costs of £7,47m, including £3.2m spent on re- structuring its US ticket busi- ness. Sales rose to £169.9m. Group chairman Sir Brian Wolfson points out that trad- 
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ing profit was positive at fl4.65m. He adds that the Gulf War helped make 1991 the worst year ever for Wem- bley Stadium's music activit- ies. Wembley Arena also suf- fered, dropping to 180 dates, compared with 216 in 1990. "It was an enormous blow," Wolfson says. "We have just three (stadium) concerts while the year before we had 11. It was the lowest year ever, 

WEMBLEY RESULTS deal" with local residents limiting the number of live shows to 12 per year is being relaxed, giving Wembley the flexibility to stage up to 15 events, he says. The company's wholly-own- ed subsidiaries Guild Home Video and Guild Film Dis- amounting to around 750,000 tribution also performed 
Because of last year's low, the stadium's "community 

disappointingly with the lei sure services trading profit down from £5.8m to f2m. 

Last week's OFT report clearing the industry of price-fixing effectively killed the CD pricing issue. What is very much alive, however, is the issue of the pricing of the two new formats, DCC and Mini Disc. Both are essentially portable formats, targeting the area of the market currently filled by the 30-year-old cassette rather than that of the "reference" medium, the CD. Retailers are convinced the new formats should also have the same price relationship to CD as the existing cassette. More than likely that means a £9.99 retail price and a dealer price to match. Anything more and the enthusiasm of the retail sector for the formats could quickly wane. 
Cameron Markby Hewitt's attempt to produce standardised record contracts is bound to polarise the industry. Commonsense suggests that many record contracts are unnecessarily long and complicated. Many closely involved reckon it is not a problem, however. Once you are familiar with them, most kinds of contracts eventually make some kind of sense, they say. But cases still regularly come to court of artists unexpectedly achieving success on small labels with whom they have no contract only for the two parties to fall out. Anything which lowers the cost to small entrepreneurs and artists of legal protection has got to be progress. 
This column ought to have been devoted to an examination of the policies of the new government towards the 

One slight problem: they haven't got any. Maybe they should take a look at Labour's. Unlike songs, you can't copyright policies. 

,(2dA\0i<A 



OPINION 

□ Julian Lloyd Webber really needn't worry about the future of the classical recording industry or the opportunities it offers composers and artists (Music Week, 11 April). He's concerned that the industry could "bleed itself to death" by re-covering the old chestnuts, leaving a repertoire void when the fad fades. But, Julian, everyone has to start somewhere, and the Four Seasons isn't a bad departure point. The burgeoning mass market for classical music, keenly supported by the retail trade, is something to celebrate. If it didn't sell, we wouldn't produce it. "The same music in up to 400 releases a month"? Far from the case — a fab- proportion are actually reissues (and we only reissue proven successes). The new release list reveals an unparalleled diversity of repertoire on offer, month after month, from majors and independents alike. Costly projects such as Die Frau ohne Schatten would have been impossible without revenues generated by Luciano's and Dame Kiri's enthusiasm for football. In the Eighties and Nineties, too, we have witnessed the emergence of independents whose whole raison d'etre is to enrich the catalogues, constantly reinvesting in adventurous and exciting music. Examples of the industry's emotional, intellectual and commercial commitments to contemporary composers abound: how else have Robert Simpson, Michael Nyraan, Malcolm Arnold, Andrzej Panufnik, Peter Maxwell Davies, George Lloyd, etc, achieved such prominence? Without the profits from the 'Classical Top 20' none of this would be possible. It's great that ever more people want to hear Vivaldi. Many will want to move one and, fear not, there are rich new territories for them to explore — and recording opportunities for artists. Alison Wenham is managing director of Conifer Records. 
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NEWS 

EMI nets Welsh wonder 
EMI is to rush release a re- cording of the biggest massed choir event ever which will be held at Cardiff Arms Park on May 23, writes Phil Sommerich. More than 10,000 members of 156 male voice choirs from the UK, the Ukraine, South Africa and Australia, will take part in the event with Welsh opera stars Dame Gwyneth Jones and Denis O'Neill, Choirboy of the Year 12-year- old Oliver Sammons and the lassed bands of Park: Choir spectacular 
the Welsh Guards, all under Hughes. the baton of Owa Director of EMI Classical 

Roger Lewis, himself a Welsh- man, leaped at the recording rights for the Choir of the World event but insists: "The is definitely not just jobs for the boyos, it is a truly extra- ordinary international event. The sales potential is vast." More than 70 microphones, miles of cable, seven cameras, two acoustic consultants and EMI's top producers and en- gineers will be employed to record the Choir of the World for audio release in mid-July, with PMI marketing the video later. It will be televised live by S4C. 

The concert was devised by solicitor David Wyndham Lewis, events promoter at Car- diff Arms Park, in the belief that "the home of Welsh rugby should also be the cultural home of the great Welsh cul- tural tradition of singing". The programme will include opera favourites and four Welsh airs, with a fireworks, cannons and laser finale of Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture. Proceeds from the event — expected to be attended by 40,000 people — go to the Lord's Taverners and Welsh Rugby Charitable Fund. 

BiC holds lead 

in Sony shortlist 
The BBC continues to domi- nate the finalists for this year's Sony Radio Awards, despite a revision of the entry categories, with Radio 4 alone taking more than a quarter of the 81 nominations. The addition of more than 20 new incremental stations in recent years has had little ef- fect. Only one — Wear-FM in Sunderland — has been nomi- nated. Entries from London's Jazz FM and Kiss FM for best specialist music programme have been passed over in fa- vour of Radios One, Two and Three. Kiss's entry for station of the year was similarly eclipsed by BBC Radio Newcastle, Clyde 2, and Wear-FM. Commercial radio's propor- tion of finalists is the lowest for three years, but includes 

•es: Radcliffe (left) and Tarrani 

for both the Smash Hits local for best DJ award and best music-bas- quence show, ed breakfast show. The awards ceremony, host- 

clifie's Out On Blue Six for scope. 

Locke gets 78 special 
EMI is releasing a limited edi- tion 78 rpm 12-inch single of Josef Locke recordings, follow- ing the chart success of the major's compilation of the composers' post-war record- ings. Hear My Song: The Best Of Josef Locke — featured in the recently released film Hear My Song — has sold in excess of 60,000 copies and reached the Top 10. Three thousand copies of the five-track sampler, released April 27, with a £1.60 dealer price, will be hand-pressed at EMI's Hayes factory and aim- 

Locke: Top 10 star ed at the 78 collectors market. Tim Chacksfield, senior product manager of EMI's Stategic Marketing Division, 

views the release as a test marketing exercise. "I've always wanted to test the market for 78s," he says. "If we get huge orders, it might embarrass us." EMI will release a four-CD set, The Complete Noel Cow- ard 1928-53 in October, and could produce an associated 78rpm sampler. Chacksfield had wanted to press the Josef Locke single as a 10-inch, but the turnaround time proved too slow. The 12- inch will be shipped in an "authentic post-war" brown paper sleeve. 

Boy-oyf saves 
IVSusic Hester 
The future of the Music Mas- ter directories is secure follow- ing a management buy-out of its publisher from troubled Maxwell Business Communi- cations. The new company, Water- low Information Services, is chaired by Brian Gilbert who worked for MBC until a clash with Robert Maxwell in 1990. Six new Music Master titles are planned for launch before the year-end: The Directory of Popular Music will list 10,000 hit songs, an updated Big Red Book will be split into two vol- umes; a Spoken Word Cata- logue will detail all non-music releases; and new volumes of Music On Video, Tracks and the CD Catalogue are planned. 

Zucchero man 
to be DG boss 
A radical change of style is ex- pected at PolyGram's Deutsche Grammophon label after the appointment of Gianfranco Rebulla to replace president Dr Andreas Holsch- neider, who is to retire in October, writes Phil Sommerich. Holschneider 22 years at DG, was noted for his aca- demic style, reflected in the label's serious approach. While DG has continued to win artistic awards, sales have sUpped in the new populist era and with the death of the label's two star conductors, Herbert von Karajan and Leonard Bernstein. As head of PolyGram Italy since 1985, Rebulla, has a strong grounding in the pop world as well as the classics, helping to break Italian acts such as Zucchero and Paoli Vallesi on the international market and promoting Decca's The Three Tenors in Italy. 



NEWS 

Asda deal set to ring up£1mfor PPL 
PPL is signing a major licens- ing agreement for a satellite radio service to Asda super- markets worth up to £lm a year to the record industry. The service is the first broadcast service to be granted the special licence by PPL, and is run by an independent pro- duction company, Instore 

Radio. Existing instore radio stations operate through landline links. PPL and Instore Radio will sign the deal at the Satellite and Cable Show at Olympia today (Monday), earning PPL a guaranteed percentage of the station's advertising revenue rising to a possible 20% if in- 

come reaches £5.25m. Ray Kahn, head of PPL's music systems, says the ser- vice offers a more direct adver- tising medium. "It enables the large stores to get high quality programming and, at the same time, enables advertisers to reach consumers at the mo- ment they are shopping." 

Instore Radio is currently negotiating with other super- market chains to provide a parallel service, which would also be covered by the agree- 
Asda has been relaying the Instore Radio service to 150 of its stores before formal com- pletion of the deal. 

Support grows 
in industry 
to save Face The Face has been inundated with offers of support from the music industry as it attempts to pay off the libel award that threatened to close it down. Jason Donovan lifted the immediate threat by cutting the £300,000 and costs award total by around 70%. But Wagadon, the maga- zine's publisher still faces a bill of around £95,000 plus its own costs, says Face editor 

"We have been so moved by all the offers of support," says Garratt. As well as a possible benefit single, offers have in- cluded club nights and live shows. © A new indie music paper, MXpress is launched on May 13 by leisure publisher Aceville Magazines with an initial run of 50,000. 

Format giants ready 

for Christmas battle 
Philips' Digital Compact Cas- sette and Sony's Mini Disc for- mats are squaring up for a Christmas clash with launches scheduled for August and No- vember this year. Both companies were claim- ing a positive reception from hardware dealers after last week's official UK trade launch in London, which will roll out into major campaigns this summer. Philips unveiled its DCC system to the public over the weekend with "open day" sessions advertised across the capital through the Evening 

Standard and Capital Radio. The hardware will then tour the country as part of a tech- nology "roadshow". Philips director of market- ing Tony Hall says: "We are being very aggressive in tak- ing DCC to the public. We want people to hear and ex- perience the technology." The system will be initially launched with the 900 Series hi-fi range with DCC retailing at £499. A black full-width separate will follow a month later and a Midi-width separ- ate after that. Portable and car systems will be introduced in 

the spring. Conversely, Mini Disc will be marketed primarily as a portable recording format, launching in November with a hand-held recording model and in-car system. Hardware prices are to be determined over the next few weeks. The technology has not been widely accessible to the public because there is only one working prototype in the coun- try, says Sony Consumer Prod- ucts' technical information manager Eric Kingdom. Software pricing has not yet been fixed on either product. 

Core asm for wider sales 
Polydor is attempting to take The Cure beyond their fan- base directly into the main- stream with the release of the band's 10th studio album, Wish, next Tuesday (April 21). The 12-track album is being supported by an U-date small venue tour and a £300,000 marketing campaign — the biggest ever put behind the 

Marketing director Ian Ramage says the marketing of 

Cure; £300,000 push the album has been targeted at the mainstream, on the basis that the band's hardcore supporters do not have to be persuaded to buy it. 

National flyposting, London bus and tube posters will tie in to substantial in-store promotion in both multiple and indie stores starting today (Monday), including pre-release CDs for in-store play. The second single, Friday I'm In Love, is scheduled for a May 11 release, followed by national press ads and TV co- op and solus ads in the band's strongest areas — Central, HTV, Anglia and London. 

NEWSFILE 
The BPI has dealt a significant blow to Scottish cassette piracy with a raid on an east Glasgow counterfeit tape factory. Seven people were questioned. Two have since been charged. 
Pre-tax profits at Boosey & Hawkes, the music publisher and instrument manufacturer, showed a 24% growth to £4m last year. Turnover increased by 9% to £53.7m, despite what chief executive Richard Holland called "extremely difficult" trading conditions. 
Last week's video sell-through release of the Oscar-winning Silence Of The Lambs was the fastest selling this year. The thriller which swept last month's Oscar awards, sold around 40,000 copies in its first three days, outstripping 
factor of 100%. 
Mark Tattersall has been appointed head of marketing for Sony Music's new licensed repertoire division. He has been international marketing manager for the Columbia label since September 1988. 
Woolworths is closing its stand-alone Music & Video stores in Putney and Woolwich, London. The move is due to local conditions it 
Warner Music Europe has appointed Ian Grenfell as marketing manager for Warner Brothers Records. He was previously marketing manager for PolyGram UK with responsibihty for UK repertoire outside the UK. 
Last week's RM gave details of a High Court writ issued by LA Mix against Sharon Redd's manager, Jimmy O'Reilly. O'Reilly's solicitors tell us he expressly denies the claim that he unfairly attributed Sharon Redd's success to himself and that he pretended to be her sole manager and say that he will be defending the proceedings. 

LOCKE ON 

Available April 13th 

Hear My Song on LP 
25 Locke originals 

digitally remastered 

!\to vinyl 

Available April 21st 

Hear My Song - the 
single on '78' 

4 tracks on a 12" 78 
78EM 231 
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TALENT 

STUDIO UPDATE 
Who's recording where and with whom 

MARC ALMOND Charity Single (Madonna's 'Like A 

DINAH CARROLL 

DEAN COLLINSON 
JULIAN COPE 

SOLID Oliver Walsh Robbie WootU 
Nigel Lowis 

Olympic, London 

Maison Rouge, London Donald Ross Skinner 

LOVE GENERATION 

SILENCERS 

THE WEDDING PRESENT Tracks 
THE WONDERSTUFF 

Korda MarshaU 

CJ Macintosh 
Westworld, London 

Platform 16, London 
Park Lane, London Jimme O'Neill La Chateau De La Rouge Motte, France Jimme O'Neill/ Mike Hedges 

Metropolis, London 
Garry Hughes 

Metropolis, London 
Stephen Tayler 

KITCHENWARE Keith Armstrong 

The Surfing Brides: given cash backing by Sony Publishi 

New acts rise on 

publishers' labels 
For many young bands, a pub- lishing deal with Sony may seem like a sure-opening to major label fame and fortune. In some cases, however, that would be a hasty assumption. As Sony Music Publishing professional manager James Little points out, some of the acts he signs just aren't ready for the giant step of signing to a major record company. "There are instances when an artist comes along, and for all sorts of reasons it is not ap- propriate for them to do a deal with Columbia," he says. But that doesn't mean Little's acts miss out. Sony is demonstrating its commit- ment by setting up labels for those still in need of develop- 

The first beneficiaries of the Sony scheme are London rock act The Surfing Brides. They have been given financial help to set up their own record com- pany, Toxico Recordings, which has just secured a dis- tribution deal with Revolver. The Surfing Brides were dis- covered, in true Tin Pan Alley fashion, when Little met band member Aimee Waldon work- ing as a waitress near Sony's Soho Square base. Toxico was born when the Sony labels failed to share 

Little's initial enthusiasm for the band's demo. Little says their debut four- track EP, due out next month, will serve to introduce The Surfing Brides to the record- buying public — and provide a stepping stone to a major deal. 'Tt need not be with a Sony label, although obviously they would have first option," 
Earlier Sony Music Publish- ing signings Shaine were also promised their own label, but instead signed to EMI Ireland. Dance act Michael Kay is another artist without a record deal and the publisher is push- ing him by releasing a white label through dance/reggae specialist Jetstar on what is basically the SMP house label. And another Sony act, Barra, are taking the indepen- dent label route. Their demo, recorded with Sony money, is now due to be released as an EP on Flat Records. BMG follows a similar route with its unsigned dance acts and PolyGram has its own Wildcard label which will give the publisher the chance to de- velop its roster. But not everyone agrees that it is an ideal solution. Mike Smith, A&R manager at EMI Publishing, believes run- 

ning a record company is an unnecessary diversion for pub- lishers. 'T would rather find a small independent which had all the contacts and an identity of its own," he says. "I don't think certain music publishers are the best qualified people to run record labels. "The only advantage is that bands are given some time to develop," he says. Clearly development is the key factor as far as Little is concerned. "We are giving acts like The Surfing Brides a leg-up. They are not committed to a label other than their own, so they have the time to play live a little bit more and get a record out," he says. "They will then be ready to go to a major deal and, import- antly be contractually free to do so." Cynics will suggest that if a band are any good they will get a deal anyway. But giving an act time to mature before sending them off to a major can only be of benefit in the long term. And if Sony Music Publish- ing is right about its acts' po- tential, more and more pub- lishers will undoubtedly follow suit. Leo piniay 



ANNOUNCEMENT 

AS FROM 13*4>92 

THE FOLLOWING PRODUCT WILL BE DISTRIBUTED 
SOLELY BY PINNACLE DISTRIBUTION; 

R&S UK 
JAM & SPOON - TALES FROM A DANCEOGRAPHIC OCEAN 

THE APHEX TWIN - DIDGERIDOO 
BELTRAM • C.J.BOLLAND - RAVESIGNALSIV 

FRANK DE WULF • MUNDO MUZIQUE 

HIT HOUSE UK 
HOLY NOISE - GET DOWN EVERYBODY 

MENG SYNDICATE - SONAR SYSTEM 

OUTER RHYTHM/INNER RHYTHM 
ONE TRIBE - WHAT HAVE YOU DONE 

RANDOM NOISE GENERATION - FALLING IN DUB 

TRANSGLOBAL 
KMFDM - MONEY 

BABY FORD LP - BFORD9 

DIVINE RECORDS 
SULTANS OF PING - STUPID KID 

ALL PRODUCTS LISTED PLUS BACK CATALOGUE AVAILABLE THRU PINNACLE TELESALES 0689 873144 
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FEATURE 
It may be 24 years since Big Spender scaled the charts for Shirley Bassey, but Richard Handover's memorable rendition during an Our Price party last year brought renewed vigour to the ly le industry bash, Jon Webster and Paul Conroy's duet of Roger Miller's King Of The Road provided a foretaste of things to come at Virgin Records. And Telstar's financial director, Ian Dewar, wowed them all at this year's Brits party with his robust interpretation of Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days Of Summer. "It's a great song because you can do a good bit of dancing while you're singing," he 

Ever since it emerged in the UK in the late Eighties, karaoke has proved an irresistible after-hours diversion for the music industry. Just as the masses have come to enjoy a burst of My Way at the local, so music business executives have abandoned their cool reserve to get on down at Midem and other industry bashes. Karaoke has revived the fortunes of pubs all over the country: according to the National Karaoke Academy, there are over 10,000 venues plugging in the backing tapes each week. As Mike Mason, owner of karaoke hire company, MPM Entertainments, puts it: "Karaoke has become as much a part of the British pub tradition as the dartboard." There is more to karaoke than inebriated amateurs weaving towards the microphone, however. In Japan karaoke has matured into a multi-million pound industry and in the UK it is perhaps the only music related business to have taken off during the recession, spawning hardware, tapes, videos, a TV show — Stars In Their Eyes — and even its own magazine, What Karaoke? Last week, at the National Pub, Club and Leisure Show at Olympia, karaoke came high on the agenda with legal experts offering advice on licensing. But apart from bar room antics, the music industry seems reluctant to embrace karaoke as a business opportunity in its own right. As one music publisher says: "It's not as though I'm losing sleep over it." Publishers tolerate rather than actively exploit the fact that people are enjoying old songs all over again. "In principle karaoke is good clean fun and I don't think it taints the songs," says Steve Lindsey, general manager of Island Music which publishes karaoke favourite Sailing. "We are making money out of it and it's a tiny bit more exploitation for our writers, but it's not crucial." PWL supremo Pete Waterman argues, however, that karaoke plays a crucial role in reviving old pop songs — and suggests that the industry's reticence stems from its disdainful attitude to pop in general. Waterman, who has enjoyed unrivalled pop success, obviously has no truck with such snobbery and has been quick to seize karaoke's potential. His TV show, The Hitman And Her, introduced its own singalong slot Pass The Mike four years ago and PWL has also worked on three karaoke albums, while last year the company signed the winner of the first national karaoke competition. "Karaoke is what pop music is all about," says Waterman. "If you're 

singing along to an up tempo pop song, there's a fair chance that it's a Stock Aitken and Waterman song. Karaoke is about getting pissed and having a good time." And in Japan, where Waterman says he has earned a "substantial" amount of money from karaoke, PWL collected an award from publishers' association JASRAC in 1989 after the Kylie Minogue album track Turn It Into Love reigned as the number one karaoke song for 18 months. Although royalties have so far been relatively modest in the UK — Japanese giant Pioneer puts its royalty payments for English language software in 1991 at around $600,000 — the potential is growing, Martin Smith, head of programming at Picture Music International, calculates that his company alone has generated about £50,000 in MCPS payments through its range of karaoke videos. And Carole Howells, audio product scheme manager at the MCPS, says that although it's too early to quantify the karaoke effect, the number of licence applications for karaoke has increased 10-fold since it first arrived in the UK. "Four years ago we were licensing six to seven karaoke products a year," she says. "Now we're licensing about 60 products a year." Although many people were scathing in the early days, few writers have resisted the lure of karaoke — The Rolling Stones being one notable exception. Guy Warren, whose career has progressed in parallel with that of karaoke, first at PMI and currently at Pioneer where he is marketing and sales promotions manager, says most see the singalong videos as a useful 
Others are more wary, says Jane Dyball, international administration manager at Virgin Music. "Some writers see their songs as children and the idea of drunken businessmen slurring along to their masterpiece is too much to bear," she says. And as far as the PRS is concerned, karaoke comes under the pub tariff for "featured recorded music". So when payments are processed, the society has no way of pinpointing whether they refer to discos or karaoke 
According to a PRS spokesman, however, the society is "researching" karaoke, which if nothing else, implies that it is beginning to take the form more seriously. But although publishers may be unable to assess how well they are doing out of karaoke, many industry satellites including software manufacturers, distributors, production companies, hire outlets and KJs — karaoke jockeys — have complemented their music business   'sting in karaoke and is spin- 

Til says bi 
"The demand for karaoke is definitely out there," says van Til. "We sell thousands and thousands of 

t k 

Thanks to karaoke, anyone can sing-a-long 
industry executives have been spotted passi; 
seem curiously reluctant to embrace this bc< 

Music Sales, which publishes catalogue by the Beatles, The Rolling Stones and Madonna, began compiling audio tapes 18 months ago and now boasts 100 karaoke titles from the Beatles to Michael Jackson. projects manager John van 
year and there are plans to extend the 

tapes. A typical customer will collect all-time favourites and buy seven or eight pieces of software a year." Music Sales sells most of its product through non-traditional outlets and van Til suspects that many record shops are reluctant to stock karaoke because of its "lager lout" image. Joanne Arbiter, managing director of Arbiter Leisure, which manufactures karaoke hardware and software, agrees, adding that it has taken years to get record shops interested in her catalogue of 4,000 song titles. She finally achieved a breakthrough last month when Virgin and Tower confirmed they would stock a selection of the company's tapes for a trial period from May. 

"Record retailers would carry the odd party medley but until now they weren't interested in specialist tapes," she complains. "But if customers eant Streisand, then they want Streisand. The only way to stop people taking the piss out of karaoke is to stock decent product." And after three years of producing videos for Pioneer, PMI launched its own range of The Original Karaoke sell through videos last year. That sales have already surpassed 70,000 units across six volumes has encouraged the company to release a seventh title this month. The fact that a company with EMI backing and a remit which includes TV shows and promos has grasped the potential of karaoke suggests that it 
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c Sailing or croon to My Way. Even music 
g the microphone. But publishers and labels 
,ping business. Paula McGinley reports 

represents a sound commercial prospect. Indeed, Martin Smith describes karaoke as a "very important" part of the company's business. "Karaoke came from nowhere at a time when promo budgets were diminishing," says Smith. "It gave work to new directors and it helped a lot of people get through a bad year." Of course, just because people croon to classics in the pub, it doesn't necessarily mean they will rush out to buy the album. According to Pioneer, popular karaoke tunes become hits in Japan and many Japanese singles are available on karaoke from release date to stimulate sales. It's arguable whether karaoke could 
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have the same impact in the UK, although Simon Delahunty, promotions manager at manufacturer Nikkodo UK, believes the resurgence of The Righteous Brothers' You've Lost That Loving Feeling was down to karaoke. "Singing in clubs raises awareness and then people feel inclined to buy the record," he says. However, there is a downside to such performance and Kevin White, copyright manager at Warner Chappell which publishes Top 10 karaoke tune Like A Virgin, is not convinced that new talent benefits from karaoke, "Karaoke doesn't help up-and-coming new bands," he says. "Especially when pubs that used to have live bands start dropping them 

to put on karaoke nights." The obvious appeal of karaoke has led many venues to consider it. Malcolm Rogers, owner of north London's Sir George Robey pub, which prides itself on a policy of live music seven nights a week, admits he has been tempted. "I would certainly save a lot of money with karaoke and I could pull in more crowds, but I prefer live music," he says. "However, if the Musicians' Union persists with its attitude against pay to play, we may be forced to seriously consider it." The MU has nowadays moderated its initial horror at karaoke — when the official line described it as an "obvious threat to musical employment" — to a more conciliatory tone. Ken Cordingley, assistant general secretary, says the MU is still "keeping an eye on things" but concludes that venues staging karaoke nights were never live music strongholds anyway. Whatever karaoke's effect, its lifespan is uncertain. John van Til suspects it has reached its plateau in the UK and Simon Delahunty agrees that its use in pubs has "standardised" and is unlikely to explode as it did in the Eighties. Pioneer is more bullish, stating that the 2,000 UK commercial sites currently using its laser karaoke system represent only 20% of potential licensed trade premises. Dr David Hughes, chairman of music studies at the University of London's School of Oriental and African Studies, believes the arrival of laser technology in Japan 10 years ago rekindled a waning interest in karaoke and will prolong its popularity in the UK. "New hi-tech equipment monitors pitch and key so singers don't feel inhibited and there is less risk of caterwauling," he says. "These days you really can be a star for three 
That companies are prepared to invest millions of pounds in hardware and software — it costs Pioneer over £200,000 to produce one 28-track laser disc — indicates an ongoing commitment to karaoke. And it doesn't stop there. Pioneer is planning to introduce the concept of multi-room karaoke and karaoke booths and, like Arbiter Leisure, is launching home karaoke equipment later this year. Meanwhile Music Sales and Clarity Music in Derbyshire are hoping to tempt new converts with opera on karaoke. Other companies are targeting "karaoke kids" and products in Sony's My First Sony range come complete with hand-held microphone and pitch control. And demand remains buoyant judging by the queues itching to get up and belt out I Will Survive. Over at the Cart And Horses pub in London's East End, manager Freddie Cosson is still packing them in after starting twice weekly karaoke nights two years ago. "I get 50 people a night wanting to sing," he says. "I've only got a licence to 11.30pm but I could go on to 2am." Karaoke is unlikely to become the cornerstone of the music industry, but it is generating welcome new finances for many companies and, if nothing else, it has put some fun back into the business. Ask Richard Handover. IM 

KARAOKE TOP 10 
Title Writer/Publisher 

1 MY WAY Paul Anka Jacques Revaux Claude Francois Gilles Thibaut/ SDRM Intersong 
2 I WILL Frederick James SURVIVE Perren Dino Fekaris/ PolyGram Music Publishing 
3 YOU'VE Barry Mann LOST Cynthia Weil THAT Phil Spector/ LOVING Screen Gems — FEELING EMI Music Mother Bertha Music Abkco Music 
4 YESTERDAY John Lennon Paul McCartney/ Northern Songs 
5 SUMMER Jim Jacobs NIGHTS Wane Casey/ Chappell Morris 
6 LIKE A Billy Steinburg VIRGIN Tom Kelly/ Warner Chappell Music 
7 DAY DREAM John Stewart/ BELIEVER Screen Gems — EMI Music 
8 WILD THING Chip Taylor/ EMI Songs 
9 HI HO SILVER Laurence Weiss LINING Scott English/ Gema Music 

10 HEARTBREAK Mae Boren HOTEL Axton Tommy Durden Elvis Presley/ Belwln Mills Music 



LETTERS 

Radio One: 
the free ad 
slot for music 
You state in a recent Com- ment column that "any promo- tional benefit record compan- ies get from radio airplay is in- cidental to one over-riding fact — radio stations make their money out of other people's work, the music industry's." This is surely untrue in the case of Radio One which, as a public service funded by the li- cence payer, doesn't make money. Indeed it is the record industry which makes money out of Radio One — firstly sev- eral millions in royalty pay- s and s mdly t millions ir I can think of few other i dustries which have succei 
advertising its produ Martin Kennedy. Mach One Music, Kew Bridge Court. Chiswick, London. 
flAltersia!i¥ef 

means major 
I am writing to voice my anger at the proposed replacement of the independent chart in fa- vour of the new style, major friendly "alternative chart". Allowing the majors to com- pete either directly or in- directly with the indies at all levels could destroy the birth and growth of new indepen- dents indefinitely. If labels such as my own are thrown into the field with huge major strike forces, point of sale "deals" and "buy backs", press and media cam- paigns and the other variety of tools used by majors and pre- tend indies to break new bands, I foresee a collapse at grass roots level. Nick Evans. Elemental Records, Mount Grove Road, London, N5 2CT. 

Singles represent 

the minority vote 
While the single chart re- mains the most important marketing took available to 
creasingly ily pursuit. You don't need to be Sir John Harvey-Jones to calcu- late the commercial catas- trophe if the trend continues. A diminishing tail is trying to wag a well proportioned dog .., and the dog is not just the reluctant major record com- panies, but the radio stations and prime TV shows — in par- ticular the all-important Radio One and the music busi- ness showpiece. Top Of The 

1 

I Peacock: single point 
provider, so why doesn't it move the goal posts? Why not make the chart more reflective of airplay instead of the other way round and get the radio stations to remove their shackles to a distorted singles 

chart and pay r to albums. Take esoteric dance music out of the mainstream chart and you can clear the ground for artists who can develop, in- spire the mass market, sell al- bums and contribute to the prosperity of the business as a whole. The mass market for music has grown up and is now 25 plus; and the umbilical chord between it and the singles chart is being stretched to breaking point. It's in need of urgent medical attention. Keith Peacock, Managing Director, Peacock Marketing & Design Paul St. London EC2. 

Decca bats for new blood 
I would like to respond to Jul- ian Lloyd Webber, following his swipe at the classical re- cording industry in his speech to the Association of British Orchestras, as reported in last week's Music Week. It cannot be denied that there are too many issues of the standard repertoire regu- larly introduced into the cata- logue. Most conductors under- standably want to record the great symphonic cycles, per- haps not so much for the "ego- satisfying" reasons Lloyd Webber suggest but because they feel an artistically driven need to literally record for pos- terity their interpretations. Lloyd Webber unjustifiably cites Decca as a label which has failed to channel some of the profits from projects such as the Three Tenors into fund- 

ing i i adve tribut- ing to the industry "bleeding itself to death". Life, unfortu- nately, is not always so simple though, if Julian cared to look into the projects to which we are committed, he might re- examine some of his views. Decca, the label of Pavar- otti, the Three Tenors, Essen- tial Mozart et al, is involved 
aginative and enterprising projects with new artists and also composers: far from "snubbing" new composers, we are recording the works of Michael Nyman, Mark Anth- ony Turnage, Graham Fitkin, Chris Fitkin, Robert Moran, Gavin Bryars, Mike West- brook and Michael Torke. Artistically and financially, Die Frau Ohne Schatten, fea- 

tured in last week's MW, is perhaps the most "expensive" opera recording in recent years. We have also begun a new major recording project entitled Entartete Musik, works of composers banned by the Nazi regime. This year in addition to the standard repertoire to which Lloyd Webber refers, Decca is recording Britten, Hindemith, Varese, Mossolov, Martin, Ives, Webern, Martinu, Szy- manowski, Ibert, Tippett, Gorecki, Stravinsky, Poulenc, Bartok, Copland, Berg, Berwald, Weill and Messiaen — hardly hackneyed com- posers being forced upon the record-buying public. Terri Robson, Director, Decca Classics, Sussex Place, W5. 

Time to get 
student power 
in perspective 
In reference to last week's ar- ticle on plugging to student 

NUS welcomes the many new companies who have sprung up recently to serve the student market. Anything that brings attention to this important area of the record buying public, can only do good for our membership. John Blackhurst from Ac- tive says that, "We can give record companies set space in 25 to 30 of bigger college magazines with any given re- lease." This seems a very small proportion of the maga- zine's existence. There are, in fact, 131 student publications, 80 of which are high quality weekly or bi-weekly publica- 
In some respects, these com- panies have got it right — stu- dents do take more notice of information and reviews in their own publications than ic magazines, although Kitchenware's direc- tor of of press and publicity, Phil Mitchell, is correct when he says, "If students aren't reading the newspapers, no- 
Campus promotions must be seen as working alongside other promotional activities and/or live work. Therefore we would urge these companies to continue their work in the stu- dent market, but they should remember not to underesti- mate the size and diversity of what makes up the student population. Malt Williams. NUS Ents, Holloway Road, London N7. 
Letters to the editor should be addressed to Music Week, Eighth Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR. Alternatively fax to 071 401 8035. 
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MARKET PREVIEW 

■■■ 
Albums 
Love You All My Lifetime suggested that Chaka Khan had rediscovered her former zest, but her album, The Woman I Am, sadly ■proves otherwise, being a ■dull, almost anaemic selection of songs in the main, assembled by a needlessly large team of producers from all points of the globe. There's the odd glimmer of her former glories, particularly on the tracks produced by Marcus (Luther Vandross) Miller, but Chaka seems to have lost her way. For fans only, as its short shelf life will clearly show. Initially released here last autumn, Vanessa Williams' The Comfort Zone is available again to capitalise on the popularity of its hit single, Save The Best For Last. Very impressive it is too. Vanessa proves that she is more than just a pretty face with a superior selection of AOR/soul/ dance songs all performed impeccably. The emphasis is on slower material, though the title track, Running Back To You and 

Work To Do, to name but three, are club contenders. Even the slowies cover a variety of styles, from the supper club jazz of What Will I Tell My Heart to the vulnerable soft soul of Goodbye. The addition of Vanessa's 1989 club hit The Right Stuff is a bonus. Stock with confidence. Whether or not there really is some sort of spiritual bond that ties together the output of the many and various fine Scottish and Irish bands who've struck chart paydirt is debatable, but it's still a fine excuse to assemble a compilation, and that's just what Dino has done with Heartlands. Even if the skirl of the pipes or the smell of peat bogs fails to awaken their primal instincts, record buyers throughout the kingdom can appreciate this superior selection, which includes contributions from U2, Aztec Camera, Hothouse Flowers, Runrig, Orange Juice, the Shamen and a dozen others. 
VARIOUS: Country Moods (PolyGram TV 51522991). The racks are full of country compilations, and I 

daresay many of the two dozen tracks here are severely over-exploited. Nevertheless, Country Moods has to be the definitive country compilation, with the inclusion of the first or second track suggested by the presence of Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers, Tammy Wynette, Jim Reeves, Johnny Cash and other country giants all present and correct. 
Singles 
Destined to become the third smash hit from his current album, Dangerous, Michael Jackson's In The Closet comes in 10 different mixes, and many punters will doubtless invest in the CD and 12-inch, which combination neatly allows access to all mixes without duplication. The track itself — on the album a fairly empty jack swinger — has been effectively remixed, its character being wholly re-wrought by a succession of treatments, some transforming it into a smooth house track, others retainingmuch of its jack swing abrasiveness. Much delayed, The Days 

Jackson: another smash 
Of Pearly Spencer is one of Marc Almond's best. Beautifully written and originally recorded by David McWilliaras a quarter of a century ago, it has been sympathetically updated, its simple folky melody enriched by a brilliantly scored string section which sweeps in at every opportunity. If it's Easter, it's time for Pat & Mick's Help A London Child single, and right on cue here it is. The Capital Radio D Js' latest is a typically frothy cover of Peaches & Herb's Shake Your Groove Thing, produced by Stock and Waterman. Numerous reissues again this week, of which a trio that stand a good chance of success are House Of Fun, 

Madness' nutty 1982 hit, now flipped by the previously unavailable Spanish version of One Step Beyond; Squeeze's Cool For Cats is getting heavy TV exposure in the National Dairy Council ads, and is featured on an upcoming compilation of their greatest hits; Steve Harley & Cockney Rebel's finest (excluding the lumbering and under-appreciated Sebastian) Make Me Smile returns. The fifth release in EMI's Classic Track series, it can't fail to maintain that series' 100% hit rate. 
TEARS FOR FEARS: Woman In Chains (Fontana IDEA 16). A number 26 hit when originally released in 1989, Tears For Fears' Woman In Chains gets an encore to promote their Greatest Hits album. Now splintered, the duo rightly regard this as one of their finest moments. Curt Smith and guest vocalist Oleta Adams are perfectly paired, insidiously bemoaning the lot of the female of the species against a reassuringly lazy and summery backing. Deserves to do very well. Alan Jones 

\WAVY METAL i 
Way up among the UK metal first division alongside Def Leppard are the hugely popu- lar Iron Maiden. Already set to headline this summer's Donington festival, the no-nonsense rockers pre- empt the show with a double strike. First comes the single, Be Quick Or Be Dead, out on April 14, and then the album, Fear Of The Dark. A British band with a big fu- ture is Gun. The second single from the widely-lauded Gallus album is Higher Ground, out on April 20. A&M stablemates Ex- treme, who hit the upper reaches of the singles chart three times last year, see Song For Love out on April 20. The Boston funksters will be per- forming at the Freddie Mer- cury benefit on the same day and cover Queen's Love Of My Life on the B side. Another US metal band who took the pragmatic step of re- leasing a housewife-friendly ballad to break into the charts are Mr Big. They follow up To Be With You with Just Take My Heart on May 2. Currently kicking up a 
Ugly Kid Joe, Their debut UK single Everything About You, out on April 27, is featur- ed in the forthcoming movie, Wayne's World. And their sales pedigree is clear: the band's US debut album, Ugly As They Wanna Be, is a Top 10 hit in the Billboard count- 

Billy Sheenan of Mr Big 
down. The Geffen label is putting its weight behind two slow- burners. Sparkling with Van Halenesque top spin are Roxy Blue. The Mike Clink-produc- ed debut album WantSome? sounds a winner. White Zombie are a darker psychotic blitz of grind in the Metallica mould, as the de- lightfully titled La Sexorcisto: Devil Music Vol 1 demonst- 

Among DGC's upcoming re- leases Arc Angel's demand attention. Recalling Bad Com- pany, it comes as little sur- prise that the band's rhythm section bassist Tommy Shan- non and drummer Chris 

Layton were members of the late Stevie Ray Vaughan's Double Trouble. 
MONSTER MAGNET: Spine Of God. Glitterhouse Records (via Southern). GRCD/LP 172. This formi- dable combo grind all the metal anti-matter utilised by, say. The Young Gods, to dev- astating cumulative effect. Set to tour some small UK venues next week, attendant media interest should spark sales. Andrew Martin 
iRBSSUES 
Three more unlikely compan- ions than Lou Reed, Yoko Ono, and Michael Nesmith are hard to imagine. Yet all three share as many similar- ities as they do differences. Take Reed and Yoko for starters. On the face of it, he's the Johnny come lately teach- er's pet and she's the harridan from yore, the woman who stole John from the Beatles. The six CD Yoko Ono set, Ononbox (Rykodisc RCD 10244/9) is particularly re- vealing. In contrast to her pub- lic image, the set shows her to be far more adventurous (rather than simply quirky) and more feeling than her reputation might suggest. CD 2 (New York Rock) compresses the Approximately Infinite Universe double album and prepares one for the innova- tive sides that were to come, while the last two CDs (Story 

- 

- though he 

12 

Yoko Ono: surprising qua 
and No, No, No) reveal a strong emotional and deeply felt response to Lennon's death. As a set. the whole is clearly deeply built upon private feel- ings. That said, it reveals Yoko as soi ually sur by being . decorative. Lou Reed - might disagree — nau an eas- ier journey. He started at the top as the lead singer with a name group (The Velvet Underground) and despite odd dips has survived. Recently he's had the biggest of comebacks with Songs For Drella and Magic And Loss. The three CD set Between Thought And Expression (RCA PD90621) shows how he reached that point. It's simply wonderful, confirming the centraiity of his Berlin album and the askew view of street life that enlivens all his best work. The 50 plus perform- 

s that the s remind one that Reed's best oc- curred more frequently than we generally remember. It might seem a big jump to Michael Nesmith but he too is an experimenter, the man who invented the video and gave birth to MTV. The Older Stuff (Awareness AWCD 1032) is a collection of his sprightly crafted immediate post- Monkee hits and misses, while Infinite Rider On The Big Dogna (AWCD 1031) and From Radio Engine To A Photon Wing (AWCD 1029) sees him at play at the time of his last hit, Rio. If the re- sults are engaging rather than compelling they are also more enjoyable than one might ex- 

YOKO ONO: Ononbox (Rykodisc). A revealing in- sight into a misunderstood art- 



The superb Spiritualized and PJ Harvey albums have al- ready charted, so the biggest news this month is Pave- ment's debut album Slanted And Enchanted (Big Cat). In the predictable chase for the next Nirvana, bets have been placed on this East/West Coast quartet, yet the music is more diverse, art-punky and subtle than metal-punky. Afghan Wigs fit the bill much better, with more bittersweet pop-metal on their third album Congregation. Don't forget Gome's turbulent debut single Car (Sub-Pop) or the Headsparks album from Seam, who mine members from Bitch Magnet and next- Nirvana candidates Super- chunk (both City Slang). Next is an American guitar band who don't sound like one. Manifesto's eponymous debut album (Fire) is clear, coolly chiming pop that gives Ameri- can Seventies pop melodies a UK Eighties-era electro-pop varnish. Bewitching, in a word. Life after noise-pop! Back in the real Britain, Midway Still teeter on the brink of popularity. The trio's debut album Dial Square 

(Roughneck) maintains the Byrds/thrash formula, in the style of Husker Du. Sundial's more psychedelic noise-pop confection Reflecter (UFO) should, at the very least, put them on that brink. Forgetting noise again, Disco Inferno's sole single, album and EP have been com- piled to make In Debt (Che). This hypnotic reprise of Joy Division, early Cure and Durutti Column should catch on soon. The long-absent Bark Psychosis' Manman EP (on the new 3rd Stone label) re- turn with more of their neo- progressive dream-rock. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Guitarorrists (Glitterhouse GRCD 170). This evocative collection of guitar instrumen- tals features plank-spanking members of Sonic Youth, Dinosaur Jnr and Butthole Surfers, plus Steve Albini, Sonic Boom, Dean Wareham and a cast of 20 other experi- mental types in alternative, mostly ambient mood. Those names alone should sell it, al- though the quality and the striking cover will help. Martin Aston 
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CLASSICAL 
The Duobox — a two-CD case the same thickness as a single disc jewelbox for easier rack- ing — makes its debut packag- ing two Virgin releases, The London Philharmonic under Kent Nagano with choirs and soloists performing Stravin- sky, and a fine disc of Chopin sonatas and other works from young Norwegian pianist Leif Ove Andsnes. Each box re- tails at £18. Virgin single-disc releases include an attractive album of Mozart flute concertos and the Flute and Harp Concerto from the English Chamber Or- chestra under Sir Yehudi Menuhin, and a warmly lyri- cal disc of Janacek from the Philharmonia under Libor Pesek, including the weird and wonderful Violin Con- 

Deutsche Grammophon's strong stable of weird and wonderful pianists results in contrasting releases from Ivo Pogorelich a hot-blooded, thunderous account of the Liszt Sonata in B minor with Scriabin's moody Sonata No 2, and witty, finely honed play- ing of Haydn sonatas. A Scarlatti album and Chopin and Brahms are next to come from the Yugoslav. 

Another yellow label regu- lar, Gramophone multi-award winner John Eliot Gardiner, is in vintage form directing his period-instrument Monte- verdi Choir and English Ba- roque Soloists in a robustly rural account of Haydn's The Seasons — one might predict this is Gardiner's hit for the year, but there are Beet- hoven's Mass in c, Schumann Symphonies 1 and 2, and Moz- art's Die Entfuhrung still to 

Romantic Virtuoso Pieces for Cello and Piano. Simon Morris (cello), Leo Debono (piano). English Recording Company/Complete Record Company. ERC, set up by Morris and violinist Damian Falkowski, aims to provide high-quality performances of mainstream repertoire and does just that in this finely polished, tuneful collection and an album of English Mu- sic for Strings with Falkowski directing the Britannia Cham- ber Orchestra. Phil Sommerich 

Ts R&S label con- :o pioneer the most in- e techno sounds 

around with two singles that will soon get UK releases via Outer Rhythm. The Tales From A Danceographic Ocean EP from Germany's Jam & Spoon features the cool ambi- ent techno of Stella which has been filling floors in virtually every type of club in the land. At the other extreme of techno is the mad 150bpm rush of Didgeridoo by England's Aphex Twin, which has built up a significant cult status on white label. Techno, hardcore and rave tunes dominate the release schedules for the next few weeks. The ones to order in- clude: Code Red's Dreamer Dream (City Beat CBE1269) and Atomi2er-2's Liberty and Freedom remixes (Champion X12.295RMX), two more in- yer-face and in-yer-charts singles from the people behind Digital Orgasm and Praga Khan; the MIG29/MIG33 re- mixes (Champion X12.294), featuring new Media versions of the popular eponymous rave tracks from Italy; Get Down by F/B/K (Dance Zone DZONE002), featuring rave rhythms with flares on; K-klass's So Right (Decon- struction/Parlophone 12R6309), which should chart but not as high as Rhythm Is A Mystery; GTO's Elevation (REACT 12REACT4), innovative home- grown techno that has been doing pretty well on promo; The Gonzo by Lost (Perfecto PT45383), an old tune resur- rected with new commercial mixes from Bizzarre Inc in- cluding a brand new rap; and Mystical Units' Positively Evil (Ruff quality RQ3), a hard- core version of the Old Spice ad tune, remixed from the white label which was a big hit with the pirates last year. 
MESSIAH: Temple of Dreams (Kickin' KICK12 via SRD) Switching between frantic hardcore breaks and a very catchy ambient chorus, this has all the hallmarks of a big hit for the London duo who have already come close with There Is No Law and 20,000 Hardcore Members. Andy Beevers 

APRS 92: 
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| DON'T MISS APRS 92! 

APRS 

and related fields. juml n-inforcement Tel: (0734) 756218. Fax: (0734) 756216. 
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT  25"' YEAR!  
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16 One Wish The Cure are tipped for the top slot 
Ea-ZZ Top 24 Dry Run 26 |n Texas bluesters roar PJ Harvey enter indie J up singles countdown chart at number one 

y Decade dance 

luisicweek 

datafile 
The Information Source for the Music industry 18 APRIL 1992 

CHART FOCUS 
After eight weeks at number one, Shakespears Sister Stay finally retires this week, to be overtaken by Right Said Fred's Deeply Dippy. Only two singles have spent longer at number one than Stay in the past 10 years — Frankie Goes To Hollywood's Two Tribes (number one for nine weeks in 1984) and Bryan Adams' (Everything I Do) I Do It For You, which reigned for 16 weeks last year. One of the records deprived of top billing by Adams was Right Said Fred's debut I'm Too Sexy. With their only other single Don't Talk Just Kiss a number three hit earlier this year, and their debut album Up continuing to hold at number two, they've made a more than promising start to their career. The biggest selling single early in the week was the fourth of Wedding Present's proposed 12 1992 offerings. Silver Shorts, though by the end of the week it has sunk to l^thplace. All of the group's 

LU_iyovuuj;uH.c=, emu L. thatthefirst debuted i number 26, the second at number 20 and the last two at number 14 suggests that their fans are hitting the shops increasingly early. Annie Lennox makes her expected debut at number one in the album chart with Diva. Lennox was also topping the album chart a year ago, when Eurythmics' Greatest Hits was enjoying the fourth week of its 10 week reign. Diva is the first RCA album to top the chart since then. Continuing to make great 
CHART NEWCOMERS 

/[Tl SL2;)on A Ragga Tip. l—JjCU-Recordings For their second hit, SL2 club DJs Slipmatt and Lime — have created this stunning au- ral assault, an uncompromis- ing hardcore skank-basgd on 
Jah Screechie's WalkAnd Skank. The highest debuting single yet on XL Recordings — beating the number nine debut of last year's Charly by the Prodigy — and, in fact, the highest debuting single from any label in the Beggars Ban- quet family (4AD, Situation 2 and Citybeat), beating the rec- ord established in 1980, when Gary Numan's I Die, You Die debuted at eight. 
ra GENESIS: Hold On My LrzJ Heart. Virgin It was their seventh Top 10 hit in the UK, and their seventh in America, but their last single TCan'l Dance was the first Genesisv~sfhglc to reach the Top 1 frrrcjK^/i countries. It's still making waves State- side, but their new single here (the third from their album 

We Can't Dance) Hold On My Heart attracted more favour- able press. Helping it to turn critical acclaim into sales, one of the two CD versions of the single includes the previously unreleased live version of Home By The Sea — a track off 1983's Genesis — which runs for a marathon 12 mins and 18 sees. Genesis' 23rd UK hit. 
n^1 CHER; Could've Been L±EJ You. MCA Struggling a bit early in the week, the latest hit lifted from Cher's Love Hurts album perked up considerably after 

strides on the album chart, Josef Locke's Hear My Song climbs to number seven. It's likely to have its sales potential diluted shortly by the release of the soundtrack album for the movie of the same name, but even if it climbs no further the album — which features 25 songs Locke recorded between 1947 and 1955 — is far and away the most successful of the 75 year old Irish tenor's career. Overall, both singles and albums markets are very flat this week, but the video market is booming in sensational fashion, taking a 28% hike. Last week's number one — Robin Hood — dips to number five. The remainder of the Top 10 is taken up by new entries, with the Oscar-winning Silence Of The Lambs taking top billing, ahead ofThe Rescuers. In face of this onslaught, Wet Wet Wet's High On The Happy Side tumbles dramatically from its debut position of number two to number 31. Alan Jones 

she made an appearance on Top Of The Pops. Its upwards momentum is likely to con- tinue for another week, follow- ing her appearances on Satur- day's Aspel and the Eurodisney Spectacular. The 12-inch — a picture disc of Cher's tattooed posterior — is selling well, and bright- ening bedroom walls every- 

CATHERINE WHEEL: L^J I Want To Touch You. Fontana. With seven differ- ent songs spread across a 7-inch, two i2-inches and a CD, fans of this up-and- coming Norwich band had an expensive "wSelc. Both 12- inchers are strictly limited (to 7,000 copies apiece) and, while the main track appears on their debut album Ferment, the bonus tracks were all re- corded as recently as last month, some of them in guitar- ist Brian Futters' bedroom. The^ban3_recently concluded a UK tour. Alan Jones 

sales. 100=weekly average in 1991 Albums Singles Music Video 
ALBUM MARKET SHARE BY FORMAT 

75% 100% 
Four week roiling average ©CIN 

TOP 10 DISTRIBUTORS 

3 Sony Music 4 EMI 5 Pinnacle Compiled by El 

6 Warner Music 7 RTM 8 APT 9 Revolver 

Spring Features 
in 

iiusicweek 
May 9th 
LIVE MUSIC INCLUDING BUSINESS AFFAIRS 
May 23rd 

SPOKEN WORD 

May 16th 
WHOLESALE AND DISTRIBUTION 

May soth 
VIDEO COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

For further information 
contact the ad department on 

071 620 3636 
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CHART 

BOOK 

& 
e, IP ][ 

THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE 
TO THE UK TOP 75 - 1991 
Published in association with 
imisicweek 

Featuring the official 
CIN charts, compiled by 

Gallup, as used by: 

% 

for the first 

time ever... 

... a fully comprehensive 
guide to the UK Charts! 

The new CHART BOOK series gives you, each year, 
all the information you need on EVERY hit single AND 
artist album from the No. Is to the No. 75s. And there's 
a wealth of background information besides ... 

The Chart Book 1991 includes: 
★ Top 75 Singles and Albums for each week of the year. 
★ Chart profiles for all hit artists and titles. 
★ Running times for every hit single. 
★ Review of the year and market analysis. 
And: catalogue number information; biographies of the 
year's Top 100 singles artists; best of year charts; 
how the charts are compiled. 

THE CHART BOOK 1991: 
The indispensable reference book for anyone 
with an interest in the UK Charts. 

iL 
Available Direct for ONLY £14.99 (plus £2.75 p&p) from The Chart Book, CPL, 120-126 Lavender Avenue, 
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP or phone 081-640 6031 with your credit card details. 
Please allow 14 days for delivery. 

UK Orders — Pleasesendme copies ofThe Chart Book at £14.99 (plus £ 2.75 p&p)—T01:al£17-74 

Non UK Orders — Pleasesendme copies of The Chart Book at $39.99 (plus $10.00 p&p)— Total $49.99 
I enclose a cheque/postal order for payable to Spotlight Publications 
Name:  

■ |mwio| 
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ID HI 

TOP 75 SINGLES 
THE nFFiniflliiusicweek CHART 

1 * 1 Label 7* (12") (Distributor) 1 1 Artist (Producer) Publisher L —SK 

KT. 
38 34 4 «PS1mP„Bovs 

ffrrFIX) 182 (F) 
A DEEPLY DIPPY Right Said Fred (Tommy D1 Hit & Run TUQ(12)SN0G3(BM6I CASN06 J'CDSN0G3 (?) 39 CEI M Pe'op^ wi^^Heather Small (M People/Heard) MCA1 jction PB 45369/PT 45370 (BMG) PK 45369'PD 45370 

2 ' " STA\ • to don LON 314WL0NCS 3144.0CDP 314 IF) spears Sister) EMI/lsland/BMG 2t 9 1 LOVEYOURSMIL|(REMIX) Motown TMG(X) 1401(F) 
A 3 3 3 SAVETHE BESTFOR LAST PoiydorPOifflPZWOCSiOTi Vanessa Williams (Thomasl WC/Virom/PolyGtam P0CSISWZCD19! /li WEATHER WITH YOU 41 36 8 Crowded Plouse (Froom/Finn) EMI Capitol CL 643/-IE) TCCL643/C0CL643 (?) 

4 3 , TO BE WITH YOU ZIO MONEY DON'T MATTER 2 NIGHT 4Z 35 4 Prince& The NPG (Prince & The NPGIWC Paisley ParkW0091(TP)lW) W0091DW0091CDX 
5 « 3 JOY Ten TENIXI 350/rENC 3S0TENDG 350 (F) 43 38 8 SWmHARMONYjEPlcA XLXLS28/XLT28(W] XLC28/XLS28CD 

A 6 3 EVAPOR 8 Altern 8!PP Arnold (Archer/Peall Kool KaWi Network NWKIT) 38 (Pi gin NWKC38.'NVVKC038 /i/i . MAD ABOUT THE BOY 44 3 Dinah Washington (no credillWC Mercury DINAH IMF) D1NAM1/D1NAC1 
|| 7^ ONARAGGATIP XLXLS29/XLT29 (W| XLC 290(15 2900 /IK rra EVERY DAY 43 kUM Anticapella (De Preti/Personal All Boys PWL Continental PWlfT) 220 (W) PWLMC 220/PWLCD220 

8 B S FINALLY AMMC858/AMCD858 (?) ac rm that loving feeling 40 UMJ Cicero (Pet Shoo Boysl Cop Con Spaghetti CIA0(X) 4 (Fj CI0CS4/CI0C04 
A 9 .= ' YOU'RE ALL THAT MATTERS TO ME Arista HOT IBMGI m CHURCH OF YOUR HEART 4/ 37 4 Roxerte (Ofwerman) EMI EMI EM 227/-(E) TCEM 227/CDEM 227 

fA 10 " 3 VIVA LAS VEGAS Wafnw™oK AQ rm YOUR SONG/BROKEN ARROW 40 Um Rod Stewart (Hom Leonard/Waronker) CC:CC Warner Bros W0104(T)(W) W0104C/W0104CO 
11 3 , WHY Annie Lennox (Lipson) La Lennoxa/BMG fi

 49 48 2 MUSIC TAKES YOU Mov mg Shadow /SHADOW 11 (SR0) 
12 18 5 

YOU Columbi36566M7/65Ml A CO I'M THE ONE YOU NEED (DRIZA BONE MIX) MCAIBMGI ~ DU 59 3 JodvWallev(Morales) EMI/WC/CC MCS(T| 16087MCSC160afMCSTD1608 
A 13 '3 1 TAKE MY ADVICE AtcoB 8591(1) (W) B8591OB8591C0 r, 1 AM THE RESURRECTION ^ 51 33 2 The Stone Roses ILeckiclZomba SilvertoneORE{T)40(P) OREC40/ORECD40 

14 CIS SILVER SHORTS RCA PB 45311/-IBM6) ilF® ™ 3 HowIrdJmtes(Cullum/Jones,HoJo/WC East West HOW 15(T)(W) HOW 15C/H0W15CD 
15 i i LET'S GET ROCKED Bludgeon RiffolaDEF(XP)7/DEFMC 7 IF) i Riffola/Zomba DEFCD7 A no DIVINE THING BigLi(eBLR(T1687BLBC68/BLRO68(FI - 00 62 2 The Soup Dragons (De Vries/Sidelynk/Dickson) Soup/Big Life 
16 3 3 (1 WANT TO BE) ELECTED Lo mdon LON 319/-/LONCS 319/LONCD 319 (F) CA „ MY GIRL 04 39 to The Temptations (Robinson/White) Jobete/EMI Epic 6576767/-(SM) 6576764/6576762 ® 
17 18 3 INJECTED WITH A POISON/FREE YOUR BODY Profile-/PROFT347|P| Praga Khan featuring Jade 4 UIMNOI Proloons PR0FCT 347/PBOFCD347 KC rCT MY FATHER'S SHOES DO LMM Level 42 (Level 42/Badarou|FindhaveiVWaisland RCAPB 45271/-(BMG) PK45271/PD 45272 
18 -1 1 BREATH OF LIFE Mute {12)MUTE 142/CMUTE142 (RTM/P) ill/Sony CDMUTE142 KK „ , POPSCENE 00 32 2 Blur(Lovelll MCA Food(12)FOOD37(E| 
19 „ s TIME TO MAKE YOU MINE Arista 115113/615 WMG) n7 „ , NIGHTTRAIN 0/ 55 2 Pub|ic Enemy (Imperial Grand Ministers Of Funkllsla Def Jam 6578647/6578646 (SM) md •/6578642 
20 CIS MAKE IT HAPPEN Columbia65;9417/65l9416f8S794147657941!lSMI Mariah Carey (Cole/Clivilles/Carey) Sony/Cole Clivilles/Virgin CO „ c CALEDONIA OH 45 5 Frankie Miller(BallelLimetree Arts MCSMCS2001/-(RIO/F) 

A 21 35 3 AMI THE SAME GIRL Fontana SWING 91121(F) SWIMC9/SWICD9 KQ rm FOLLOW ME f, 09 LUiti jt Taylor (Taylor/Meeks) Cop Con ICAMCS1617/MCST1617 (BMG) MCSC1617/MCSTD1617 
22 ULTIMATE TRUNK FUNK (EP) mdon/CopCon 60 CSl LMCOMIN'HARDCORE Union City-/UCRT21SRD) •/UCRC02 
23 i3 0 TEARS IN HEAVEN Reprise W008UD(W) Ci , PASS THE MIC Capilol /12Cl653fTCClX653(COCL653IEI Dl 47 Tbe Beastie Boys (The Beastie Boys/Caldato Jr) Brooklyn Dust 
24 CS | HOLD ON MY HEART 'Genesis (Genesis/Davis) Ba Virgin GENS 8/-(SM) erford/Hit&Run GENSC8/GEN CO „ THELIFEOFRILEY Ot 46 6 The Lightning Seeds |Broudie7Rogersl Chrysalis Virgin VS(T) 1402(F) VSC 1402A/SCDG1402 
25 13 3 HOLD IT DOWN Epic6579267/6579266f6579264(SM) ss Things) WC 6579262 co pm TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT ME TO DO QwestWOlO!(T)|W) OJ '.VO'O'CV.'0107CD 

A CO CM PRETEND WE'RE DEAD L7 lViq/L7) DropTrou/Virgm Slash LASH(X) 34(F) LASCS34/LASCD34 c/i WASTED IN AMERICA 04 38 3 Love/Hate (JanserVKahne) Sony f i sl 

27 CS | EVEN FLOW I Pearl Jam (Pearl Jam/Parashar) Sony 
Ep^65785J8(SM) CC „ DON'T LOSE THE MAGIC Anslall5(IS77615097/412603(BMGI OD 50 5 Shawn Christopher (Wilson/Hotoda/HowardlWOBMG/Minder 665097 

28 » 3 MAKE IT WITH YOU las) EMI ColufTlbia 6^9 g^g2^05^252 65 5' 5 ^UM
S
ANT0UCH Columbia6578727H65787Z4765)8722(SMI 

29 - 3 HALLELUJAH '92 TES^ENCS co rTWJ RIDE THE BULLET D / IWAM Army Of Lovers (Bard/Wollbeck) Habana/Team Sont TonSonTon W0K(TI 2018 IP) it W0KMC 2018/WOKCO 20 
30 2 SEPARATE TABLES Chris De Burgh (HinelRondor A&MAM863/-(F) AMMC863/AMCD853 cp .. , TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE mi OO 3 Tom Petty & The HeartbreakerslLynne/Petty/Campt CAMCS16I6WMCSC1616IBMGI lelllMCA MCSTD1616 
31 CIS STARTOUCHERS Digital Orgasm 1MN01 PolyGram DOG '"tematio^GOOD^lTHRE^I 69 EaSao^ious 4A0-/BAD 2003 (RTMIPI ■/BAD 200300 
32 M | COULD'VE BEEN YOU 1 Cher (Asher) Jobete/EMl/BMG 6effenGFS(TP)19(BMG) GFSC19/GFSTD19 70 EaS^uSs^e RCAPB 49103/PT 49104IBMGI PK49103/PD 49104 A 33 « : 

THE DISAPPOINTED 1 XTC (Dudgeon) Virgin Virgin VS1404/VSA1404 (10t ) (F| VSC 1404AfSCDG 1404 71 ^ MORE THAN LOVE /I 60 5 Wet Wei Wet (Wet Wet Well PreciousfChrysalis Precious Dig. JEWEL 18/- IF) JWLMC18/JWLC018 

to 45> , 1 FEEL YOU ■ Love Decade (Love Decade) Virgin All Around The World (121GL0BE107 (BMG) CAGL0BE107/CDGIOBE107 70 Bq „ MYLOVIN' ' En Vogue (McElroy/Foster) Rondor East West America A 857801 (Wl 
35 CS 1 1 WANT TOTOUCH YOU 1 Catherine Wheel (Friese-Green) WC 

fmmSl 70 „ , IT'S NOT A LOVE THING • J J Geoffrey Williams (Glenisterl Hit & Run/Virgin EMI(121EM228(E| TCEM 228/CDEM 228 
36 30 , JESUS CHRIST POSE ! Soundgarden (Bale/Si A&MAM1Y) 862(F) •/AMC0862 7A , AMERICA: WHAT TIME IS LOVE? KLI 43 ' The KLF (The KLFI EG/BMG/Zoo/WC/MCA/Wandee r Comms KLFUSA4IXI (RTM/APTI KLFUSA4C/KLFUSA4CD 37 33 s DO NOT PASS ME BY ^ ^ Capitol (12ICL 650/TCCL 650/COCL 650 (El nson) (Hammer/Pilate II) EMI 7c „ „ SLASH'N'BURN 'J 33 ' Manic Strcel Preachers (Brown) Sony Columbia 6578737/6578736 (SMI 

As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

MARC ALMOND 
The Days Of Pearly Spencer 

THE SISTERS OF MERCY 
TEMPLE OF LOVE (1992) 

t TOUCHED BY THE HAND OF OFRA HAZA 
W 20 ' 1 V • 9 2 
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TOP M AIRPLAY CHABI 
THE n F FI n IA L Biusic week CHART 

— . 31 
27 » 3. TAKE MY ADVICE Kym Sir 

6 . , TO BE WITH YOU Mi 

12^7 W77 
37 n - II WANT TO BEI ELECTED Mr Bean & S.sar Campaign  

EXPRESSION Sall-N-Pepa ftr Chillcn^Tk SOElVIAD ftBOUT THE BOY Dinah Wasi^ton 

TOP 10 BREAKERS REGIONAL CHOICE Y PROFILE 

5 Ca^tal FM 10 Invlc.!^ 

"J i0 °0' 0' 

OS TOP 50 SBWGLES 

Atone A« . 
^ ° WEG0T 

 7^ M SMELLS 'Nlfvana 
47 <] 01*] HIGH, The Cure  

US TOP 50 ALBUMS 



ill 

DANCE aD [P : E) ZM?l 

J CHARITY TAPS 
^ INTO RAPPERS The frontrunners of the UK rap scene are uniting for charity in a unique live show. Tim Westwood hosts the UK Rap Showcase to benefit Capital FM's charity Help A London Child. The Cookie Crew and Caveman top the bill at London's Marquee on April 16. The UK extravaganza comes just four days before the capital is visited by US rap champions Pete Rock, CL Smooth and Leaders Of The New School. 

N'DEA REPAYS 

Brand New Heavies' long-awaited crossover from cult groovers to mainstream success has rejuvenated the career of featured singer N'Dea Davenport. The US vocalist, who was matcned with the group by her Stateside label Delicious Vinyl, is on the verge of presenting a solo album to the company. UK licencees 4th & Broadway plan to have the N'Dea solo project ready for release this autumn. It includes material written by the Heavies who have shot to fame since their return to the UK with Davenport. 

JAZZIE JOY 

TURNS SOUR 
Police are probing illegal sales of Soul 11 Soul' new album in key record stores before today's official release. Circa Records fears black market copies of 'Volume III — Just Right' may have softened demand for the long-awaited return of Jazzie 

But the top five success of the 'Joy' single, despite a lukewarm reception from critics, has boosted the company's belief that the latest outing can equal the million-selling success of 'Club Classic Volume One'. Vinyl and CD copies of the album were on sale last week in London stores — one shop just yards from Virgin's HQ. Virgin subsidiary Circa called police after buying a copy at the store in London's Portobello. The company is now running stock checks at its manufacturing plant and the Virgin and Circa offices. Two Top Of The Pops appearances came as part of a drive to return Soul II Soul to big league sales. The campaign will continue with a series of Our Price TV ads starting today. In 1989 Soul II Soul became the first ever black act to top the UK album and singles charts simultaneously. But now 'Volume ill' is seen as a "make or break" point in their • SOUL II SOUL SINGER RICHIE STEPHENS 

THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC - UK STYLE 
e history of to Mica Paris and Jazzie B for industry. Radio One claims the British soul, reggae, funk and rap begins broadcasting on Radio One next month. Presenter Pauline Black 

n Desmond Dekker 

; six-part series. Crossover — The Story Of British Black Music starts with the arrival of calypso, ska and hi-life and traces the growth of black music into a major 

one of the most extensively researched documentaries in its history. The first part of the series is aired on Saturday May 9 at 

INE Walt Disney 

Varner Home Video 

Life BMG Video 

DIRECT FROM THE LABEL THAT BROUGHT YOU "TEMPLE HEAD"  
TRIBAL DRIFT 
"LIKE THIS55 

FUN DA" MENTAL 
"JANAAM" 

'JANAAM' - THE MESSAGE 
"RIGHTEOUS PREACHER" 

DANCE-RftGGA-RAP 
NR012T 

TRANSMITTER MIX 
DESERT MIX 

CLUB MIX 
NR011T 

VERBAL WARFARE -V8- NEW WORLD ORDER I 
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16 35 VIVA LAS VE 

19 ii Ti RING THE BE 

© Copyright ERA. Compiled us 
TOP 10 Bl 
111 ' 

j CObKSsIhHICTi XL Recordings is to showcase unsigned white labels in a series of compilation EPs known as 4 Play. Each 12-inch will contain four obscure cuts which the label thinks deserve wider exposure. But XL will not sign the featured acts, preferring to take a one-off deal on the track. "It leaves the acts free to go to another label or come to us later on," says Nick Hawkes, XL label manager. Each 4 Play release will feature a single mix of each tune. The first is due in late May. If the singles chart, they will be credited to "various artists". 

SUNSHINE SOHCS 

SUMMER STORM 
The race for the first summer smash has blown up into a bitter battle over a KC And The Sunshine Band (below) cover. The head-on clash between ZYX Records and Network, over two versions of KC's 'Please Don't Go', turned into a straight race last week, with the Midlands label winning out. Network's single, by KWS, is out today and has had Radio One play courtesy of Pete Tong. But the ZYX version by Double You?, despite being the f" 

 | Rave renegades Messiah, hot tips for the Top 40 with 'Temple Of Dreams', are the latest victims of incognito impersonators. A mystery duo, hearing Messiah had cancelled their US trip due to visa problems, turned up at LA's Warehouse and proceeded to perform in their place and also gave an in-depth radio interview. The incident follows recent 
pretend Ce Ce Peniston dishing out autographs in Paris and Spain, and last year's counterfeit KLF. Who said dance acts faceless? 

7 » HANG ON IN THER 
9 « THAT LOVING FE 

US TC 

A4 io BOHEMIAM RH/ 5 i MASTERPIECE,, 

A 8 » MY LOVIN' (YOU'RI 9 n BEAUTY AND THE BE 
If . REMEMBERTHI 
13 7 I CANT DANCE. 

AI5 II EVERYTHINGCl A16 » HUMAN TOUCH/BET 

such as Cheshire's H Wax, are refusing t stock the Networf 
Network had approa- I ched Italian label DWA about the Double You? ^ track earlier this year but lost out to ZYX. But Alex Gold of ZYX now admits Network may have struck back. "They may get a higher chart position with ; cheap knock together that doesn't deserve it." Network's Neil Rushton retaliates; "When I heard the Double You? version I thought if was a monster hit. But we did our own soulful vocal and it is even better." 

want to hear the word "election" again? Then 'No Government' on jazzy dance crooner Nicolette's new album should get your vote as the exit poll anthem. The rest of the album, 'Now Is Early', with its classy cool-down sounds for beat-numbed grey cells will also get a live outing with an all- female band at London's Orange on May 1. 

_____ Moves to provide a much-needed nationwide voice for rave organisers have resulted in the formation of the Pay Party Promoters Association (3PA). Final details are being discussed this week with outfits like Pure, Raindance and Weekend World among the 40-plus promoters involved. "It's something that's really needed so we can deal with police and councils on a more solid basis," explains Pure's Kevin Millins. The group intends to advise on legal issues, co-ordinate national standards and — most importantly for the long-suffering punters — provide guarantees so that if someone promises a 40K turbo soundsystem you won't end up with a jumped up home hi-fi instead. Millins estimates he staged 20 events last year, for an average 7,000 people at about , £20 a throw. 
i Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament was all about linking arms and singing 'Blowing In The Wind'. But these days they apparently prefer a vigorous Vaporub and the latest Belgian ear-bleeder. Packing an explosive punch, CND's venture into clubland compilations — 'A Peace For Your Mind' — cruises through hardcore classics such as CR2's 'Madness' plus unlikely peace anthems like 'Psychoslaphead' and Hoodlum Priest's 'Capital Of Pain'. All they are saying ... is turn up the motherf*""g bass. Oh and give peace a dance. 

K- 

So right. 
M DANCE UPDATE 

21 ii GOOD FOR ME, Amy Grant 22 a JUSTIFIED & AKCIENT, Tne KLF leal Tarm A 23 » I'M THE ONE YOU NEED,JodyW; A24 n THOUGHTl'D DIED AND ....Bryji 

45 is DIAMONDS 81PE; 46 i. SMELLS LIKE TEEN SPIRIT, Mir 
48 « WHAT GOES AROUND COMES ....Gigglos Cu 49 » TOO MUCH PASSION. The Smiihetems C; 50 .i CAN'T CRY HARD ENOUGH, Williams Bros Warrei 

!—!!- A[H x BEAUTY & THE BEAST 10ST), Various 20 ii COOLEYHIGHHARMONY.BWII 
A 22 a WAKING UP THE NBGHBQURS.Bn 23 n UNFORGETTABLE. Naialio Cole 24 i. THE COMFORT ZONE, Vanessa 

44 MNAUGHTYBYNATURE.itoighiyByNauieT 45 « EMPIRE, Oueensryche  46 m DIAWQNDS 8t PEARLS, Pfince & The NPG P 47 u ITS ALL AB0UTT0 CHANGE.TravisTriti W A 48 OOOOOOOHHH...ON THE TLC, TLC 149 w LOVERS LANE, MC Brains 50 m USE YOUR ILLUSION II, Gu 
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CTH Regular DJs - DJ Dick, Neil Macey, Scott. Guests 

Basics^ Kinky Disco and Le Boy in Paris. i I [3] groovYBEAI 
mgKBjgll Original Rockers 'Push Push'; Electribe 101 3 W §0 YOU WANT 

1 a^i |t aao^AOio^ 

'7 

a 

.7 

'PySide PolyGramVideo 

BBCV8^ 

smegr distribution 
IMPORTERS 

cum.u.m.m-rwsurplitiim^ 
THE HOTTEST WHITE 1ABEIS AND RELEASED PRODUCT IN 

NOW AVAILABLE 

UK WIDE VAN SALES 
24 HOUR GUARANTEED SECURICOR DELIVERY | 

DIRECT DISTRIBUTION CAN ENSURE YOUR PRODUCT REACHES PLACES OTHERS DO NOT EVEN KNOW EXIST 
SO IF YOU WANT A GOOD, RELIABLE, FAST AND EFFECTIVE DISTRIBUTION SERVICE. PHONE NOW! 

MAKE SURE YOU KEEP IN TOUCH WITH US, TO KEEP YOU IN TOUCH 
★ VAN CALLS AVAILABLE ★ ★ NEW ACCOUNTS WELCOME 

S 081-67 

081-679 

679 1511 

Life BMG Video 
BBDMBM 

MCOSOJ Order nowfrom ToCygram Telesales on: 081-590 6044. 081-597 5943. 081-597 7340, 081-597 6222 This space tuas donatedfree 6y (Music Wee^ 
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INTRODUCE THE NEW VAN PROMOTION SERVICE 
DESIGNED TO INCREASE YOUR PRESALES/SALES OF 

DANCE MATERIAL, THROUH SPECIALIST DANCE SHOPS 

I? A PT • PROFILE records first used the reactor van service on JTilL' 1 • PRAGA KHAN'S "INJECTED WITH A POISON" - ITS NOW A TOP 20 HIT 

INTERESTED? 
(SHOP OR LABEL) THEN CALL SIMON WOODS ON 

061-834 8494 
P.S.Don.t forget. Reactor's Club Promo Service has launched such hits as 
SLII, PRODIGY, NEW ATLANTIC, EVOLUTION & DREAM FREQUENCY 

amongst many others 
A16 „ HUMANTOUCH/BEt 17 .BI'MTOOSE 
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 I 'Walkin' On' (White Label). An excellent C&C style piano disco number. A very strong song, aggressively wailed, that should be a massive nationwide success |jn] 

1 'How Do I Love Thee?' (US Tommy Boy). Sounding more like Deee-Lite than Queen Lalifah, this very leftfield effort is composed and produced by the rapper herself. Hard to categorise but a joy to listen to, it has hot latin piano with smoochy sax battling over a 45 King-style break beat while Latifah adds a highly suggestive commentary. Its epic qualities are enhanced by the nine-minute mixes. More please!    

0 

'Let's Go' (Guerilla promo). Produced by London DJs Phil Asher and Roy Whittard, this inventive cut combines the traditional Guerilla balearic sound with a charming mid-Eighties D-Train-style disco feel Q| 

IEVES Warner Home Vid 
■appySide PolyGram Video 

IHsMffiadMniljSSal 'Protein (Remixes)' (Strictly Underground promo). This 12- inch takes the only record with enough bass to shake all three floors of The Eclipse and mashes it up into four brilliant remixes. There is something for everyone who likes hardcore with funky beats, bleeps, bass and breaks. With the original included, this getslOoutof 10. Hallelujah!. [JQ 

• ISOTONIK 

* psychotic 

* 

 'The Isotonik EP' (Orange Records promo). An excellent follow-up to 'Different Strokes'. The stand-out tune is 'Everywhere I Go' with its pacey breakbeats, choppy piano and clonking bass. It is flipped by the slower Paris Grey sampling 'Let's Get Down' and the haunting 'Rush'. This is destined for mega hitdom rrES 

One' (US Azuli). Another dose of high quality from the label responsible for Chocolate Fudge. Capitalising on the rising interest in old-school disco, each track transforms an old club chestnut without ever becoming too derivative. Stand out track is EIEIESI 'Mysteries Of The Loop', already (Debut promo) heavily played on Kiss. Other mixes — some notables are the D-Trainish 'Keep others - this is On Keepin' On' and 'Running'. Very New York |Q 

Warner Home Video 

ircman Untitled (White Label). Contains a hugely atmospheric strings intro that will suit all "arms in the air" clubs down to a tee. Nothing else is known about this mysterious but attractive 12-inoh ||| 

le of the first ever middle-core 

Singles selectors: Mark Archer (of Altern 8), Judge Jules, Tony Farsides. 

give peace a dance volume 
reactions 

ULTIMATE OUTING FROM THE PURVEYORS - THOROUGHLY 

rder nowfrom Tolygram Telesales 
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2 i TEARS IN HEAV 

A 7 » AINT2PROUD 

A15 17 EVERYTHING C 

I our tunes are about power and excitement, we won't make any compromises. This is the ultimate hardcore track," announce Mr Mystical and The Evil Edge. These are the two London lads behind the juddery hardcore track 'Positively Evil Remix', for which they've cheekily sampled the pounding operatic music once used to promote a Seventies aftershave. Their musical career started last October when they independently released their debut EP, 'Positively Evil', as a white label. "It got a lot of attention from DJs, then it was picked up by Ruff Quality. So now we're re-releasing the original track with two remixes," explains Mr Mystical. There's not a huge amount of difference between the three tracks, but the Babylon Mix with its groovy snatches of ska vocals is the quirkiest. Why the tags? Is this the dawning of heathen hardcore? "We wanted a rapper on the track but the guy was too scared. He thought we were devil worshippers ... not true at all!' But in true Altern 8 style, they've got "scam" written all over them. "Yes, we want to keep our names and backgrounds anonymous. But we'll do it better than Altern 8 ... we've got a greater sense of irony and humour." Sandra Dunkley 

Mighty Force pushed thrash metal on an unsuspecting dance scene years before The KLF had the nerve to try it. "Me and Simeon were listening to Peel one day, and he played a Hellbastard track. I just thought a sample of that would sound mad over a chunky techno beat. So we did it," explains Liverpudlian Adam West. Spookily enough, 'Thrashing A Dead House', West and Bournemouth-born Simeon Davies' scary 1988 debut, also featured '3AM Eternal' stars Extreme No.se 
^Hypnovel', Mighty Force's impressive debut long-player, bears little evidence of a predilection for guitar noise. Despite being signed to Britain's premier nosebleed thrash label. Earache, the album squeezes elements of new beat, techno and ambience in its mighty grasp. "We put a few demos out and they came straight back to us," says West, explaining the unlikely team-up with Earache, which has since set up a dance subsidiary for the band. Davydd Chong 

'Hypnovel' is released by SubBass/Earache on April 27 
MC Mikee Freedom is looking for justice with the release of his new single, the ebullient ragga house pounder 'Set You Free'. The motormouth behind Nomad's chart stormer '(IWanna Give YouDevotion', the 22-year- old Bristolian remains unhappy about events which followed its success. His replacement on Top Of The Pops' Christmas Show for starters. "I was glad the single broke me through," he says, "but I was disappointed at the way I was treated." Bad timing, plus a little twist of fate, prevented his first record - a cover of 'Love Don't Live Here Anymore' on Dave Pearce's Reachin' label - from being a hit. Yep, Double Trouble came up with the same idea. But Mikee is shrugging it all off. Plugging away at his debut LP, 'Hope Of Freedom', with a view to working with Seal, the future looks sweet. Davydd Chong 

everything a DJ needs 
• Save hundreds (or even thousands) of pounds using our comprehensive price guide to equipment • Over 6SOO BPMs (from dance classics to current dub hits) • lOOs of useful industry contacts (record 

venues and more) • A step by step guide to mixing 
• How to get on mailing lists 
• Only £11.95 (including UK postage, £12.95 overseas including postage) 
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10 RM DANCE UPDATE 
18 11 TO BE WITH YOU  

» I'M THE ONE YOU NEED, Jody V a THOUGHT I'D DIED ANDBry 5 a THINKIN' BACK, Co 

46 a SMELLS LIKE TEEN SPIRIT, Nirvana 
48 a WHATG0ESAB0UN0C0MES ...GlgglM Cul 49 a TOO MUCH PASSION, The Smithetcens Ca| 50 a CANT CRY HARD ENOUGH, Williams Btos Warner 

i ABB a BEAUTY&THEBEAST(OST).Vari 
21 i; DANGEROUS, Michael Jackson A 22 a WAKIHG UP THE NEIGHBOURS, Bryan Ada 23 ii UNFORGETTABLE. Nalalie Cole 24 ii THE COMFORT ZONE, Vanessa Willian 

44 a NAUGHTY BY NATURE. Naughty By Naluie Tor 
46 a DIAMONDS 81 PEARLS, Prince & Tha NPG 47 o ITS ALL ABOUT TO CHANGE, TraviiTrin A4a . OOOOOOOHHH...ON THE TIC, TU A 49 .i LOVERS UNE.MC Brains 50 a USE YOUR ILLUSION II, Guns N'Ro 
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"I like to think the vinyl we do threatens people," says Gary Cobain of Jumpin' and Pumpin's techno-dub adventurers The Future Sound Of London. Along with partner Brian Dougans he's currently issuing an irresistible musical menace with the mellow bass-shaking monster 'Papua New Guinea'. Starting as video jingle makers for MTV, the duo went on to produce a series of "white trash" industrial releases under the name Twitch. But it's as creators of hardcore anthems like 'The Pulse' EPs and Smart System's 'The Tingler' that Brian and Gary earned their reputation for the rougher side of rave. "We've moved away from hardcore which is why we haven't been able to follow up 'The Tingler'," confesses Gary. "By the time we release the next one anything could happen. Who knows, it could be a thrash record!" Jumpin', pumpin' and, er, thrashin'! Now there's a concept. Martin Pearson 

The Future 
Sound Of 
London 

-A 
— 

GLee Newman and Michael Wells collect record contracts like they are going out of fashion. They have seven UK deals alone for their various projects which include GTO, John And Julie, Tricky Disco, Church Of Extacy, Signs Of Chaos, plus a few other scams they are keeping under wraps for the moment. The south-west London-based couple are self-professed workaholic technoheads. "We can produce two or three tracks a week," says Lee. "One single label could not cope with our output. We would just end up sitting around twiddling our thumbs." Their latest work to appear on vinyl is 'Elevation', the third GTO single. Lee says GTO is their biggest project; the letters are an abbreviation for Greater Than One, their original group which released a string of experimental electronic music LPs during the Eighties. "GTO is about quality techno tracks 

HIEVES Warner Home Vid 

ONE Walt Disne\ 

■ Warner Home Video 

^1 Life BMG Video 

an 

SUBMERGE 
the debut single 

7" • 12" ■ cassette • cd digipack 
12" & cd remixes by drizabone and paul oakenfold 

released 13 april • live 8 april subterania I?. 
RM DANCE UPDATE 11 
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SITTING comfortably? This is the story of how Jazzie B misses out on a meeting with Mickey Mouse. The Soul II Soul mainstay turned down the offer of joining in HuroDisney's opening beano, we hear, when he found that he wasn't going to be flown over — you would have thought Dumbo could have given him a lift... But plenty of others will be tripping across to the continent for the massive Mayday rave in Berlin. The UK office has now lined up coaches with tickets at £32 for the return journey. All Mayday enquiries to Matt Graver on 081 806 2004 ... One of the UK acts on the day is GTO whose Lee Newman, aka Technohead, is working with German mag Frontpage to compile the first worldwide techno chart. All UK DJs should send charts or enquiries to Lee/Technohead on 081 545 0231 ... They may also care to contact Global Dance Records which is compiling a mailing list. Call Pete on 081 297 8074 ... And new house, soul and hip hop label No Noise Recordings is touting for names to add to either its hardcore/techno or US/UK garage lists. Applications to Paul Fresh at 12 Duke Street, Bradford, West Yorkshire BD1 3QS ... Power cuts at the Southport weekender meant even the special radio station 

(/ si. 

went down ... Meanwhile Solar Radio seems to be back to keep the soul vibes alive - could the station currently testing with tapes via the Astra satellite be the same as the late Eighties London pirate? We need to be told ... Westwood's UK rap showcase will make a welcome break from label negotiations for many acts. Hijack are reported to be renegotiating terms with Warners while The Cash Crew have finally returned to Vinyl Solution after their spell with Virgin ... Still on the rap tip, expect a new Caveman album in June. Interesting to hear how they fare without 'The Principle' Robbie Laskar... Nomad have lined up two live shows featuring dancing boys and more on April 17 at London's Heaven and April 21 at The Fridge ... Watch out for the new Li'l Louis single on Epic US featuring the voice of a club bouncer .. . The Ministry Of Sound has a US techno night on Good Friday featuring Derek May and Moby, while Farley Jackmaster Funk flies in tor an old school special on Easter Sunday. More massive names drop into the MoS box on May 16 when Knuckles and Morales take the decks with PAs by Kym Sims and Ce Ce Peniston . . . AND THE BEAT GOES ON! 

radioacfciue 

london 

1 
GROOVY 

KATHY SLEDGE - TAKE ME BACK 
2 ANIXUS - FEEL GOOD 
3 FUTURE SOUND OF LONDON - PAPA NEW GUINEA (REMIX) 
4 DSK - I'LL KEEP HOLDIN' ON 
5 TFO - MEKANIKA (DEEP MIX) 
6 E.V.O.E. - ES PA Tl Ml V1DA 
7 KEYTRONICS FEATURING ELISE - WE NEED MUSIC 
B DOUBLE FM - ILLUSION 
9 CYCLONE - SPREAD LOVE EP 
10 BIOSPHERE - CYCLES OF LIFE 

3RD PARTY - BE FREE 
D'CRUIZE - GET A LIFE PROJECT ONE - RUFFNECK EP SL2 - ON A RAGGA TIP 

HARD AS HELL 

NAZ - START IT AGAIN JAM & SPOON - TALES FROM A DANCOGRAPHIC OCEAN CRIMINAL MINDS - BAPTISED BY DUB 
S.U.A.D. - RAVING I'l RHYTHM ON THE LOOSE - ALL TRACKS 

WEST END MUSIC WITHOUT WEST END PRICES AND ATTITUDES UK LPS - £8.49 US - £9.49 UK 12" - £4.00 US & EURO £5.50 INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER A SPECIALITY 
OPEN 10-7 MON-SAT 12-5 SUNS 

WE ALSO STOCK ALL HIP HOP, SWING, SOUL 
70 Gotdhawk Road, Shepherds Bush, London W12 8HA Tel/Fax:081-740 1080 WORD OF MOUTH - 25TH APRIL - BIJOU THEATRE - ENQUIRIES TEL:081-740 1080 

CONGRATULATIONS TO JOHN & MARK ON THE LISA REMIX - A JOB MORE THAN WELL DONEl 

A 20 » WE GOT A LOVE THANG, Ce Ce Peniii 21 ti GOOD FOR ME, Amy Grant  22 a JUST1HED & ANCIEWT, The KLF feal Tammy Wy A 23 n I'M THE ONE YOU NEED, Jody Walley A 21 n THOUGHT I'D DIED AND ....Bryan Ad; 

41 p IF YOU GO AWAY, NK 15 » DIAMONDS & PEARLS, Prince & 16 i. SMELLS LIKE TEEN SPIRIT, 
w WHAT GOES AROUND COMES. .. Giggles 19 x TOO MUCH PASSION, Tin 

;■ A » BEAUTY 8. THE BEAST IQSTI.Va.ious \ 20 n COOLEYHIGHHARMONY, BoyzllMei 21 11 DANGEROUS, Michael Jackson A 22 a WAKING UP THE NE1GHB0UBS, Btyan Ad 23 » UNFORGETTABLE, Nalalia Cola 21 i. THE COMFORT ZONE, Vanessa Willia 

la|lDi!™y 14 M NAUGHTY BY NATURE, HauabiyByNaluraT 45 « EMPIRE, Queensryche   Epic 46 aa DIAMONPS&PEARLS.Pfince&TheNPG f a&m 47 a IT'S All ABOUT TO CHANGE,Tuvii Tnn VI 
E|el<tra A18 ■ 0000000HHH...0NTHETLC,TLC Wing A 49 II LOVERS LANE, MCBraim a USE YOUR ILLUSION II, Guns N'Ro 



TOP 30 MUSIC VIDEn TOP 15 

VIDEO THE OFFICIAL Sutsicweek CHART 
- " 5 Categorv/runnmg Iimo Cat no. 1 1 s Caiogory/flmning lime Cofno' i ^ | rr:™..... .. c.r 

^ S£S50min9hOnTheHapPvSide PolvGra„m
ay± iiTil 25 15 QUEEN: A.Wembley PMI 0844843 Ltve/lhr 15min MVP991269 3 Q , 12 ROBIN HOOD • PRINCE OF THIEVES Warner Home^Vid 

2' 6 "m^aSrSOmin6 MadneSS wdX 17 3 2s P'Vde 1 2 iNiwj Xf" y!,6
E

0
T WET: High On The Happy Side PolyGramVideo 

3 CS3cimpii?i'on/l)Jh!?hll:LU: Real Llfe BMG 79d2e36 18 « „ STATUSQUO: RockiigThfOiigh4Front/Pol^Gram 3 5 6 MADNESS: Divine Madness vvd^m 
4 CS]^mpVaL

Yn/?hR65Eniin
DeCade 0f DeCade19 EH WO^ERSTUEE: Welcome To The... Polygram /} 5 3 THE SWORD IN THE STONE Walt Disney 

5CIS3co™IliFon/L60S°^TH:Pumpkin PolyGramo8
V4!,d8M 20 ,9 28 ERIC CUPTON: The Cream Of... 4 Front/PolyGram 5 , 5 RED DWARF II: Stasis Leak ^^BBC 

6 2 " CompPatIR4E5minMOVin9 PiCtUre BoOk903i«4M3 21 21 is R0D STEWART: The Videos 1984-1991 ^^WMV fi a , RED DWARF II: Kryten BBC U 1 Sci-Fi/1hr30min BBCV4749 
7 5 2 CompWolosS1 Vide0 Addic,i0ns lslanci V'So|^333 22 n 23 ERIC CLAPT0N: 24 Nights WMV 7 3 ^ FANTASIA ^ Walt Disney 
8 8 24 QUEEN: We Will Rock You MusicClub OO , LUCIANO PAVAROTTI: Pavarotti Music Club/Video Col " Livenhr30mm MC2032 t-O " 3 Live/lhr Hmin MC2003 Q 8 3 GOODFELLAS Warner Home Video u 3 Drama/2 hr 19 min RES 12039 
9 4 23 ?UEEN:E3';ef„testFlixl1 , PMI OA CARRERAS/OOMINGO/PAVAROTT1 PolyGramVideo w Compilation/]hr20min VC4tl2 «■-¥ " Live/Ihr26min CFV11122 9 j 20 GHOST ^ VHR 249^ 

10 12 5c"pifaShrEARS:TearSRollDoWn POoy8S 25 23 5 CLIFF RICHARD: Rock In Australia Music Club/PMI jgji] 16 29 THE LITTLE MERMAID Walt Disney 
11 10 23 ?UEEN: BoxOfFlix PMI pC , DANIEL O'DONNELL: Thoughts Of Home Telstar 1 1 Compilation/2hr40min MVB9913243 " 7 Compilation«2min TVE1007 fi , .THEKRAYS Polygram Video 11 3 ' Drama/1 hr 65 min 0839103 
12 6 2 T0M PETTY: TakeThe Highway BMG Video pp , OZZY OSBOURNE: Don't Blame Me ... SMV '*■ 2 Live/1 hr30mm 791237 20 3 Compilalion/1tir40min 491032 12 „ 3 YOUNG GUNS II-BLAZE OF GLORY Foxvi,d9

e
0° 

13 7 2,
T|NA TURNER: Simpiy The Best PMI pQ FOSTER & ALLEN: Souvenirs & ... Telstar ,'J ^ Compilation/1 hr30mln MVD9913083 ^-O 15 " compilation/lhr TVE1034 13 , FLATLINERS Columbia 10 18 4 Drama/1 hr49min CVR22461 

14 i8 igMADNESS^CompleteMadness 4 Front/Pol^Gram 29 ^3 FtOXETTE: The Videos PMI 14 rn3 LISA STANSFIELD: Real Life BMG Video 11 yUil Mljsi(:/1 hr 79,236 
15 22 16 JASON DONOVAN: Joseph Mega-Remix Pol^ram 3g ^ KYLIE MINOGUE: Let's Get To... JjWL 1 K PINGU ■ BARREL OF FUN BBC ,J 15 " ChildrenWSmm BBCV4653 
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Mformats c/w "Love cfmy Life" 
Special Quest: 'Brian May 
'Brian May appears courtesy rflMl Records & Queen (Productions 

AIDS DOESN'T DISCRIMINATE 
T/ie proceeds from the sate of this record 

(Cess onty costs incurred in relation to its production and distribution) wilt go to: 
TERRENCE HIGGINS TRUST 52-54 GRAYS INN ROAD • LONDON, ENGLAND WC1X 8JU 

%*£ LOVE you yRpDVIT. 
Available Tuesday 21 SLprif 

Cat Mps: mt/AMy/mtCO/AMMC 698 
1 Order now from VoCtyram Telesales on: 081-590 6044, 081-597 5943, 081-597 7340, 081-597 6222 1/ils space was donatedfree Su Music Weef. 
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HIGH (REMIX) 
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Public Enemy 
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The Beastie Boys 
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GONNA LET YOU 
lAMTHERESURREi 
The Stone Roses 

FINALLY 
Ce Ce Peniston 

jRISIN'TO THE TO 
Keni Burke 

I'M THE ONE YOU 
Jody Watley 
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The Senseless Things 
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'world Series Of Life 
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TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 
THE OFFICIAL Biusicweek CHART 

1 | | Artist (Producer, bol/Cassene (Distributor) •| 55 S Title Label/Ca h- j § Artist (Producer) ssette (Distributor) III Aj-i'^i (Producer) tabeVCassene (Disiributori 
n RCA PK 75326 (BMG) ilPTS M 7 INSPECTOR MORSE VOL 20 Virgin Television VTMC 14(F) 18 Barrington Phelounq (Walker) VTCD 14^TLP 14 r ^9 m THE END COMPLETE RCRC370t4iP| V je. uaa«afl ObiluarylBurnsl RC920I241C92011 
u P075326/PL 75326 77 18138LEGEND*4 Tuff Gong BMWC Xl/BMWCD 1/BMWXHF) well/Smith) (fiq EJ SENSE Virgin TCV 7690 (Fl "«*«T|ielj5htningSeeds|B[oudie| CDV 26904/2690 

2 ,UP® Right Said Fred (Tommy D) TugSNOGMCl(BMG) OQ „ , NIGHT CALLS e-'J Joe Coder (Lord-Algel CDESTU2167/ESTU2167 54 46 2 ARKANSAS TRAVELER Loodon5i2i894|F| 
3 3 7 DIVINE MADNESS* Virgin TCV 2692 (F) CDV 2692/V 2692 OQ CHORUS * I ^ J Erasure (Phillipsl CDSTUMM 95/STUMM 95 55 5a aj SEAL * 2 ZTTTTTSCIW) 
4 ADRENALIZE OefleppardlShipley/Oelleppardl Bludgeon Riffola 5109784(F) 5109782/5109781 on „ „ achtungbaby*? JU 31 21 U2 (Lanoiitnol Island UC 28(F) 56 45 ,5 ^™ CRAVEN *2 EpicWOSMISMl 
5 7 6 TEARS ROLL DOWN (GREATEST HITS 82-92) 31 ,, 21 DANGEROUS * 4 " 1 Michael Jackson IRiley/JadsoitfSwedien/Botlrelll 

E^5WM) 57 so 7 JEN p h ^ ^ EpfcwawiSMi 
6 a zs STARS * 7 East West WX427C(W) 9031752842AVX 427 39 „ - AFTER HOURS# Gary Moore (Moore/Taylor) Virgin TCV 2684(F| CDV 2684/V 2684 CO OUT OF TIME *3 Warner BiolhersW*404C(W| JO BEM llrll/REM) 75992M962iWX404 
7 HEAR MY SONG (THE BEST OF...) EMITCGO2034(E) Josef Locke (Various) CDGO2034/- qq LEAN INTO IT J0 MrBiglElson] 7567822092/7567822091 r;q USE YOUR ILLUSION 1* GeflenGEFC24415(BMGl ^ Guns N' Roses (Clink/Guns N' Rosesl GEF024415(GEF24415 
8 0898 • 4 2 The Beautiful South (Kelly) Go! Discs 8283104(F) 8283102/8283101 34 32 8 SE™* a fin 56 ,a FMOTIONS. Columbia4688514ISMI Mariah Carey (AfanasieH/Cliviiles/Cole/Careyl 4638512/4688511 
9 HUMAN TOUCH# Bruce Springsteen (Soringsteeo/Landau/PIo Columbia 4714234 (SM) 35 n 2 WHareeyfHead/Harvey/EHis/Vernon) 11 oo Pure PUREMCIO(APT) PURECD10/PURE10 Ci GREATEST HITS * 5 RCA PK 74856IBMGI u ' Eurylhmics (Stewart/Williams/Iovine) PDIJSSeffL 74856 

10 REAL LOVE *2 LisaStansfield (Devaney/Morris) 36 ^5 ae greatest hits ii * 4 ParlophoneTCPMTV2(E) CDPMTV2/PMTV2 fi9 J0SEPH..AMAZING TECHNICOLOR DREAM.. * ReaiiyUselui Jason OenovarUCasilUoydWebbei/Wnghil 51ll30«1tl302fl1l301(FI 
11 ,5 jMOTOWN'S GREATEST HITS Moio^MIMIFI 37 35 21 THE DEFINITIVE SIMON & GARFUNKEL * Colombia (SMI fi3 „ . BRAND NEW HEAVIES London8283004(F| 68 6 Brand New Heavies (Brand New Heaviesl STSJOOTSTBMI 
12 CURTIS STIGERS Curtis Sligers (Ballatd/Xonchmar) Arista 411953 (BMG) 30 „ ,s THE COMMITMENTS (OST) * " The Commitments (Bushnell/Killen/Parker) MCA MCAC10286 (BMG) MCAD10286/MCA10286 Kfl a, SHEPHERD MOONS* WEAWX431CIWI 67 23 EnyalRyani 9031755;22/WX431 
13 HORMONALLY YOURS# London 8282664(F) der/Thomas) 8282662/8282661 qq CSI too blind to see it OZJ UHM Kym Sims (Hurley) AtcoWX473C{W) 7567921042/WX473 CC „ THE ESSENTIAL KIRIO Decca4362864IFI "•J M ' KiriTcKanswalVariousI 4362862/4362861 
i n rm gallus 1 Q UU Gun (MacDonald) sstsefSesi /in „ HONEY'S DEAD Bt tU Tne Jesus And Mary Cnain (Reid.'Re:dl mcoY Negro BYNC 26 (W) Rfi GREATEST HITS *11 ParlophoneTCEMTVSOIEI UU s4293 Queen(Variousl CDEMTV30/EMTV30 
15 EXTRAS Polydor 5131774 (F) 41 no 9 FROM THE HEART-HIS GREATEST LOVE SONGS 67 jg L0VE HURTS * 3 GeflenGEFC24427(BMG) 
16 )3 3 ADDICTIONS VOL 2 Island ICTTV4(F) CI0TV4/1LPTV4 An EVERYBODY'S FREE0 I '£■ Roralla (Swanston/Coirl >ulse8PULSEMC3(BM6) PULSEC03/PULSELP3 CO JOYRIDE * EMITCEM01019IEI uo " RoxenelOfwerroaol COEMD1019«MD1019 
17 6 3 LUCKY TOWN© Columbia 4714244 (SM) 43 ajua THE JOSHUA TREE * 6 5 001126/1) 26 69 9' 8Q0fl07NIS^REATE^HIT|S M™™535013^1 

18 WOODFACE# Crowded House IFroom) Capitol TCEST 2144(E) CDEST2144/EST2144 nn SPARK TO A FLAME-VERY BEST OF * " 2 CltrisOe Burgh IVatiousI 2 A&MCDBMC 100(F) 70 THE WHITE ROOM * KLFCommunicationsJAMSMC106(APT] 'U TheKLFiTheKlFI JAAISCOOOS/JAMSLPOOS 
19 23 ^ WE CAN'T DANCE *3 GENCDS/GENLPS JC BETWEEN 10TH AND 11TH SiiuatiohTwoSITC37(RTMA>l 43 43 3 HeCnsrlaanslFloridl SUUBJCO/SHUS? 71 . GOING BLANK AGAIN 0 CrealionCCBEWI ' 1 53 5 Ride (Ride/Moulderl CREC0124/CREIP124 
20 2) ^ NEVERMIND • DGCDGCC 24425 (BMG) 46 " 7 YOURS SINCERELY 0 Columbia 4712644 (SM) 4712642/4712641 72 " ' B'-EACH TupeloTVPMC6 (RE/P) 
21 20 zs SIMPLY THE BEST * 4 Capitol TCESTV 1(E) 47 TTME, LOVE & TENDERNESS * 4 4 / 49 49 Michael BoiionlAfanasieffiBoltonl Columbia 4678124 (SM) 7q 33 BLOOD SUGAR SEX MAGIK WarnerB-uthe-sWX441C(WI 1 O LUia Red Hoi Chili Peppers IRubini 75992668I2/WX441 
22 1S K WAKING UP THE NEIGHBOURS *2 ASMOTtWFl aq LAZER GUIDED MELODIES " 2 (Spirilualize) DEOLPO oa/oeomcoSeocS 7/1 „ BREAK LIKE THE WIND MCA MCAC 10514 IBMGI 'HI 81 2 Spinal Tap IKoitcOmarl MCAO10514/MCA10514 
23 16 11 HIGH ON THE HAPPY SIDE * F 'recious Organisation 5104274 (F) aq EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE-THE SINGLES *4 ASMIFI 43 34 53 The Police (Police/Padgham/GrayAalhaml EVERC1/EVECD1/EVERV1 yg lt t INGENUE Sire7599268401 IWi 
24 ^ 7 THE VERY BEST OF... ® ^ Flymg/PolyGram TV 5131194 (FJ ro/Various) 5131192/5131191 50 36114 RECKLESS*2 CDA5013/AMA5013 'ST...uS..i.-i. 
25 26 28 diamonds and pearls ★ Prince & The New Power Generation (Prince Paisley Park WX432C(W) 51 „ 59 ONLY YESTERDAY *3 ASM AMC1990IFI CDA1990/AMA1990 

TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 

Ej 

1 iSfsts 
, 3 ALL WOMAN c 

^|Niw|COLD SWEAT 
luality Television QTVC 004 (P) QTVCD 004/QTV 004 

Dino DINMC 36 (P) DINCD 36/DINTV 36 

in LIVING CLAbSlUb U lu19 4 Vartous Deutsche Grammophon 4356434/4356432/4356431 (F| 
i i TENDER LOVE-17 ROMANTIC LOVE SONGS II'9 Various EMI TCEMTV 64/CDEMTV 64/EMTV 64 (E) iO THREE MINUTE HEROES 1^ 9 8 Various Virgin Television VTMC BArrCDBArrLP 9 |F| 1Q RAVE 2-STRICTLY HARDCORE! U" 2 Various Elevate ELVMC02/ELVCD02/ELVLP 02 (PI 

3 3 2 CLUB FOR HEROES 
^ 2 5 SOUL EMOTION • 
5 [JggREGGAE HITS VOL 12 

Telstar STAC 2566 (BMG) TCD 2566/STAR 2566 PolyGram TV 5151884(F) 5151882/5151881 
Jetstar JELC1012 (JS/E) JECD1012/JELP1012 

a n DISCOVER THE CLASSICS VOL 2 It'2 2 Various Pickwick BOXC22/BOXD 22/-(PKI 
sirra discover the classics voli gglKl'2 2 Various Pickwick BOXC21/BOXD 21/-(PKI 

ic THE AWARDS 1992 • PolyGram TV 5152074 (PI I 0 14 9 Various 5152072/5152071 
PIeI 4 

0 , 4 BREAKING HEARTS Dino DINMC 34 (P) DINCD 34/DINTV 34 n THE ULTIMATE RAVE • EMWir9iir/PolyGramTCEVP2IEI 1 / 15 13 Various CDEVP 2/EVP2 
1 5 5TECHNOSTATE 0 Cookie Jar JARTC 2(F) JARCD 2/JARTV 2 i Q NEW JACK SWING MASTERCUTS VOL 1 lo" 5 Various Mastercuts CUTSMC 5/CUTSCD 5/CUTSLP 5 (BMG) 
1 J 7 7 THE ULTIMATE HARDCORE Telstar STAC 2561 (BMG) TCD2561/STAR 2561 19 17 23 ESSENTIAL OPERA * 1 
g 6 6 HEAVENLY HARDCORE Dino DINMC 35 (P) DINCD 35/DINTV 35 on n^BREAKS, BASS & BLEEPS Rumour ZRAIO 507IPI ZUUiivarious CDRAID 507/RAID 507 1:31 
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TOP 40 
CLASSICAL ALBUMS 

PAVAROTTI IN HYDE PARK 
ESSENTIAL OPERA 
THE ESSENTIAL MOZART 
SIBELIUS/TCHAIKOVSKY VIOLIN CONCERTOS _ 
BRAHMS: VIOUN CONCERTO 

7 • 
8 > 
9 ■ 

10 » 
11 ■■ 
12 - 
13 - 
14 » 
15 .. 
16 » 
17 i. 
18 ■■ 
19 ■■ 
20 
21 » 
22 - 
23 = 
24- 
25 K 26 ^ 
27 = 
28* 
29 . 
30 * 
31 * 
32»™ 
33 ^ 
34 * 
35 . 
36 » 
37 ^ 
38. 
39 * 
40 * 

TAVENER: THE PROTECTING VEIL 
ROSSINI HEROINES 
HOLST: THE PLANETS 
ELGAR: CELLO CONCERTO/SEA PICTURES 
PUCCINI MADAMA BUTTERFLY (HIGHLIGH LSI 
DIVA! A SOPRANO ATTHE MOVIES 
ELGAR CELLO CONCERTO/ENIGMA VARSCOu'nL 
ALBINONI: ADAGIO/PACHELBEL: C, 
PUCCINL LA BOHEME (EXCERPTS) 
MOZART: ARIAS 
ELGAR: CEUO CONCERTO 
BEETHOVEN. MISSASOLEMNIS 
McCART /DAVIS LIVERPOOL ORATORIO 
MOZART: REQUIEM 

ELGAR: ENIGMA VARIATIONS,ETC 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS CONCERT 
VIVALDI: CONCERTOS 
RACHMANINOV: PIANO CONCERTOS 2 & 4 
VIVALDI: FOUR SEASONS 
FAURE REQUIEM 
NYMAN: SONGBOOK 
CHOPIN: PIANO CONCERTOS 
PARRY: INVOCATION TO MUSIC 
LLOYD WEBBER: REQUIEM 
RAMIREZ: M1SA CRIOLLA 
PUCCINI MADAMA BUTTERFLY (HIGHLIGHTS) 
HOLST: THE PUNETS 
BEETHOVEN; SYMPHONIES 5 8> 6 
NYMAN: PROSPERO S BOOKS 
IVES; SYMPHONY 1 / BARBER: ESSAYS 

DISTRIBUTION: 
IWD8E SINGLES' 

3 BREATH C 
1 Stone Ro' , MUSIC Jfi 

jns KLFUSA4(X) (RIM/APT) 

1 BrotLh?rs0GFrii DREAMS/EXODUS... 

6 FAIT AC 

10- 
11- 
12 
IS"™ | 
14 ■J5Bm , ALRIGHT 
is^iirsYN 
17 i 3 P'NK^FLQWER/ROOM ELEVEN 
18 ' 4¥

0ifaS
M
T0RM 

■jg ,, DRAGGING ME DOWN 
20-" i 21 1S 6 WEIRDOians 

23 
24— 
25 - 
26 .. 
27— 
28 a 
29 ■■ 
30 ■■ 
31 n 
32— ' MWDpHASERbi 33 „ , FAITH HEALER 
34-:SUS 
35 „ 5 HARDCORE^THE^FINAL CONFLICT 
36 « 
37 » 

e ■ (DZONE 0O1I (RTM/P) 
: SUAO 23RS (SUAO 23HP) 

HE CLOUDS 

, WELCOME TO THE FUTURE 

, JAMES BR 
3g „ 3 MOTORBIKE/MARYJANE 

VE ARE HARDCORE 

DISTRIBUTION: INDIE ALBUMS1 

1 - . gRL™ Too Pure PURE 10 {APT, 
2 ■ 2 ALL WOMAN Qua|jty Television Q7V m {p] 
3- , LA^ER.GUIDED MELODIES DedicatedDEDLP004(RTM/P) 
4 > 2 KaSnl0™ AND SituationTwoS.TU37(RTM/P, 
5 = 3 BREAKING HEARTS Djno D|NTV ^ {P) 
6 • 3 ErasJ?oUS Mule STUMM 95 (RTM/P) 
7 - SVHF™HARDC0RE Dine OINTV 35 (P, 
8 < 4 GOING BLANK AGAIN CRELp ^ (p> 
9 — 1 Various" ' STR,CTLY HARDC0RE! Elevate ELVLp qj (p, 

10 > 2 EVERYTHING'S ALRIGHT FOREVER CRELp 1 ^ ^ 
COUNTRY ALBUIVSS JOSUA JUDGES RUTH 

, SWEET DREAMS 

THOUGHTS OF HOME 

DON'T FORGET TO REMEMBER 
THE LAST WALTZ 
NECK AND NECK 

LONE STAR STATE OF MIND 
CLASSICS WITH PRIDE 

J ONE FAIR SUMMER EVENING 
EAGLE WHEN SHE FUES 

FOLK/ROOTS 
Cooking 

,THE BEST OFTHE ROGUES 

4 IF THIS IS ROCK AND ROLL I... 
^ MUSIC OF THE ANDES 

itusicweek 
■EOBDIEEBiElH 

The business magazine for the music industry SAVE OVER £25 ON THE COVER PRICE over a year by subscribing today and get a FREE MUSIC WEEK DIRECTORY WORTH £28 (out next January) a total saving of over £50 

□ Record Company/L 
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SINGLES 
HIGHLIGHTS 



TOP 60 DANCE SINfilES 
THE nFFICIALimsicweek CHART 

[LjeON A RAGGA TIP ,^ 
on „ „ CLOSE YOUR EYES £0" " Acen Production House PNT034 (Sell) 

38 7 WE ARE HARDCORpEoductionHousePNT036(Self| 
onrm everyday , i ZOUtiJ Aniicappella PWL Continental PWLT220 |W| £ IgSO SHADES OF LOVE (EP) ExpansionEXPAND24(p) 

o , , MUSIC TAKES YOU 07 „ , I'M THE ONE YOU NEED (MIX) Jody Watley MCA MCST 1608 (BMG) 38 d T^Bad MicJ D0WN Moving Shadow SHADOW 14 (SRDI 
"J m I'M COMIN'HARDCORE op . TAKE MY ADVICE ZO " Kym Sims Alco B 8591T (Wl 394 Coco Still And Lovebomb WarpWAP18(P| 
/] EJJ ULTIMATE TRUNK FUNK - THE EP on „ , MURDER SHE WROTE ZD 13 3 Chaka Demus & Pliers 5th Avenue South FAST 9IJS/E) 40 37 'nSLn A&MAMV858,F) 
5 3 3 ^D

s°LD
m
REAMS/pE

o^r^usePNT036,Se,n on m , ALRIGHT dd 2 Glide Absolute 2 ABS003DJ1SRDI 41 72 4 cS0 ALL MY LIFEw™erB,osW0087T,W, 
63 ^APORS Nelw0rk NWKT 38 (P, pi , TELEVISION, THE DRUG OF... dl 20 3 ..HeroesOfHiphoprisy 41h+B'way12BRW241 (F) 42033 TwJsSm Heads Guerilla GRRR 25 (RBPI 
7 , , INJECTED WITH A POISON/FREE.. OO „ . ALWAYS JZ 15 4 Urban Soul Coollempo COOLX 251 (El 43 27 ^fdilRSm^fs0 MCA MCST 1611 (BMG) 
8E3K;j0THET0P RCA PT 49104 {BMG) ogrwn LOVE COME RESCUE ME Lovestation/Lisa Hunt Fresh FRSHT1 (RIO/F) 44 47 3 |K,dDEST,NY CitybeatCBE 1267 (W, 
93 3 SouCNCou! TenTE™, Q/j ,, . MY LOVIN' J4* EnVogue East West America A 8578T(WI 45 28 3EhSrHEMAGIC Aristae,5097,BMG, 

1 0 m ^eSLerSmal, DeconstruclionPT45370(BMG1 oc „ , AIN'T 2 PROUD 2 BEG JO® TLC Latace 73008240091 llmponl 46033 n°A TH,NK IT'S 0VESliprSeKICK 15SS(SRDI 
! < „ , GONNA LET YOU GO 11 Greed Dance Zone DZONE 001IRTM/PI 

TOP 10 ALBUMS 
47 EE] S^ai TRANCE/C0NTR0L Kinetix KINT1 (P, 

1 O Pn FOLLOW ME 1 L JT Taylor MCA MCST1617 (BMGI A Q 7, , MAKE IT WITH YOU lu 2 ThePasadenas Columbia 6579256 (SMI 
10 rm itlAKE IT HAPPEN 1 O £233 Mariah Carey Columbia 6579416 (SMI I 1 la Lab«r? /IQHTI YOU CAN DO IT/FEEL THE RHYTHM lobuJ New Class A Cupido Disque 12CUP 11BMGI 
i /) 0 5 SWEET HARMONY I'l8 5 Liquid XL XLT 28 (W) n rm INTRODUCTION U bMU Mr Fingers MCA MCA 10571/MCAC10571 IBMGI nnrnn we need music DU bUU Keylronics Ensemble/Elise Irma ICP 031 (Import) 
1 r m-m TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT ME TO DO IbUaJ TevinCampbell QwestWOlOZTIW) 0 , , FUNKY DIVAS Z1 EnVogue EastWeslAmerica 7567921211/7667921214 

m rr* lover in you 3 1 ftyj Big Daddy Kane Cold Ghilliri (USA) 9362403430 llmponl 
i c „ ,1 FEEL YOU lo6 Love Decade All AroundThe World 12GLOBE107IBMGI O , , THE BEST OF DONALD BYRD d 2 4 Donald Byrd Blue Note B198638/ IE) 

no c, n MY FAVOURITE THING OZ 57 3 calvin Brooks/Hari Paris Expansion EXPAND 23 (PI 
11PCT SPREAD LOVE 1 / Uw World Series Of Life A&M AMY 859 IF| /in a LIP ^ 8 4 R.ght Said Fred Tug SNOGLP1/SNOGMC1 (BMGI 

m , OBLIVION (HEAD IN THE CLOUDS) 3«J Mamx Reinforced RIVET 1212 (SRDI 
1 O rm STARTOUCHERS 1 0 Uui Digi,a| Orgasm DDG International GOOD 13TIWI n , t NEW JACK SWING MASTERCUTS 1 b3 Various Mastercuts CUTSLP 5/CUTSMC 5 (BMG) 54EE1SARADIS0EP Rumour RUMAT 46 (P, 
1Q rm EVERYTHING'S GONNA CHANGE 10 emm R^sty Stress IZRUSTKSRD) n „ , MAYBE ONE DAY □ 2 Mass Order Columbia 4694821/4694824 (SMI 55 ESS ™ *+1 Little Giant Music FTRAX 01 (RTM/P, 
20' 3 HALLELUJAH'92 TenTENX398(F) iCGB ray ' Ray Simpson Circa CIRCA 21/CIRC 21 IF) 

EC ,s . DETT 30 36 4 Demon Boy; Tribal Bass TRIBE 4 (SRDI 
21 8 Shut Up And Dance SUAD 23R (P) Q rwi TOO BLIND TO SEE IT 0 UU Kym Sims Atco WX 473/WX 473CIW) n7 55 . WORKOUT 3 ' " 4 Frankie Knuckles/R. Gill Virgin (USAI096201 (Import) 
22 16 'SLT Def Jam 6578646 (SM) Q rm XTRAVAGANZA - ITALIAN... 3 buy Various React REACTLP 5/REACTMC 5 (BMGI CO „ 5 RICH AH GETTING RICHER 30 25 Rebel MC/Little T Big Life BLRT70(F) 
23 M S°CK1NG D0WN THE H0USCEhi,«APTI 1 n rm RAVE ll - STRICTLY HARDCORE! | U buy Various Elevate ELVLP 02/ELVMC 02 (PI no „ 2 PASS THE MIC 33 The Beastie Boys Capitol 12CL 653 (El 
24" 2 Uiua Nate'"6 Eternal VZ 647T (W, ^ wr^wassriaw''- 

cn „ , IT'S NOT A LOVE THING 33 2 Geoffrey Williams EMI12EM228(EI 
® CIN. Compiled by ERA Itom Gallup dala colloclod Irom danco oulleB- 

OUT NOW 
The brand new, fuly updated UK Muse Industry address book. Oer 8,000 entries covering record companies, music publishers, distribution, media, pressing, recording studios, promoters, venues, lawyers, merchandisers, booking agents... in fact everyone in the business of music. 
This essential reference book includes names, 
addresses, phone and fax numbers and key 
personnel conveniently organised for ease of 
use. 

Only £28+ E2 for postage and packing 
(+£7 p & p overseas) 

To order your copy of tlie music industry's favourite desk acc please complete the coupon below and return to; 
Music Week Directory 92, CPL, 120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP Telephone: 081 640 8142 Fax: 081 648 4873 

I enclose a cheque for £  for made payable to Music Week Directory. 
To pay by credit card enter details below: 
My card number is  □ Access/Mastercard □ Visa □ A 
Date card expires  
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MEDIA 

SURVEY 
PROMO PLAY 

nerof MWs latest promo play survey, (I Want To Be) Elected by Mr Bean And Smear Campaign with Iron Maiden's Bruce Dickinson. Director Paul Weiland says the promo was conceived as a light-hearted look at the politics of electioneering. In the four weeks to April 4 the clip earned 21.02 minutes of airtime on UK terrestrial television. Commissioned by charity organisation Comic Relief— performers and crew donated their services — the video features Mr Bean (Rowan Atkinson) canvassing on the streets of Southall. Mr Bean is the second promo for advertising and film director, Weiland, his first was Living Doll for Cliff Richard and The Young Ones. "I tried to make it pop promo-esque with lots of smoke and rock promo camera angles," says Weiland. 
MONTHLY RUN-DOWIM 

1 (I Want To Be) Elected Mr Bean & Smear Campaign (21.02) 2 Finally Ce Ce Peniston (19.45) 3 To Be With You Mr Big (18.07) 4 Let's Get Rocked DefLeppard (17) 5 Deeply Dippy Right Said Fred (14.42) 6 Human Touch Bruce Springsteen (14.15) 7 Stay Shakespears Sister (13.59) 8 Save The Best For Last Vanessa Williams (13.30) 9 Joy Soul II Soul (12.50) 10 Breath Of Life Erasure (12.38) Source; TV Tracking (airtime in 

Concerted bid to 

back gigs on-air 
'Tor the alternative indie scene, probably the most cru- cial thing to the bands is to get out on tour. It's imperative to recognise this," says XFM co- director Sammy Jacob. It comes as no surprise, then, that the trial indie sta- tion — due to begin broadcast- ing across north London this week — is turning to live mu- sic as a key selling point. It has lined up a series of five gigs, two of which — those featuring the Cure and the House Of Love — will be transmitted live. XFM's decision to roundly back the concert business — it is also promoting three gigs at Islington's T&C2 featuring Levitation, Catherine Wheel and Trashcan Sinatras — highlights radio's growing in- 

In February the Radio Acad- emy's seminar Keeping It Live On Radio was well-attended, while the issue was again dis- cussed at length at the Music Radio Conference last month. Although high costs mean concert broadcasts are still rare, increasingly stations are getting involved on the more modest level of co-promotion. In recent months Chiltern, BRMB, Capital and Metro have all set up dedicated co- promotion departments. Capital Radio's concerts manager Andy Fitz says the London station's involvement has increased three-fold in the past three years. This year it will be co-promoting 300 
In Newcastle, Metro Radio's logo is printed on the back of around 300,000 tickets for events at City Hall each year. Yet radio stations are the first to admit that as a corn- 

House of Love: transmitted live by XFM in concert 
mercial endeavour co-promot- ing concerts is far from profit- able. So why bother? It wins credibility, they argue. For companies like MCP, which co-promoted almost half its 420 musical events last year, working with radio can mean rapid sell-outs for first division artists plus increased ticket sales for smaller events. Costs for a package of pro- motional airtime obviously vary from station to station. Chiltern Radio head of music Clive Dickens says his rates range from £100 to £5,000, But he reckons it makes fi- nancial sense to allow promot- ers who would otherwise buy airtime to more than halve their bill while giving the sta- tion the kudos of being associ- ated with local concerts. Not all stations choose to co- promote, however — and there are varying degrees of commit- ment among those which do. Some broadcasters will only get involved when a big name act comes to town. At Radio City, head of music Mark Jones says: "We don't promote small local bands be- cause, to be blunt about it, we're a profitable concern." 

The Liverpool station has, however, co-promoted Gary Numan, while its gold service is backing Gerry And The Pacemakers. Attitudes to co-promotion can even vary between sta- tions in the same group. Forth Radio in Edinburgh promotes concerts in Glasgow, the do- main of sister station Clyde, which is less active. Radio One has embraced co- promotion in the past four years, although all it gains from the broadcasts is brand- ing by association. But for controller Johnny Beerling live music is a crucial part of the service. "For me, giving our audience concert in- formation goes hand in hand with broadcasting the concert to those who can't go," he says. Successful co-promotions can result in events such as last year's Summer XS concert when Radio One set up base at the MCP event and broadcast 
Such tie-ins are clearly ex- pensive, but the XFM experi- ment may be all that's necess- ary to urge more stations that live music is a way forward for radio. Caroline Moss 

MONDAY APRIL 13 The Mix profiles new i11,1" 'i alternative rock ■a station, XFM. Radio Five: 10.10-midnight 
Music Box Special featuring | [i] Lou Reed, ITV: 4.40- ' ' ^ 5.10am (regions vary) 
TUESDAY APRIL 14 Into The Night, celebrates CITJ the inaugurations of Pat Kane of Hue And Cry, Donnie Munro of Runrig and DJ Nicky Campbell as rectors of Scottish Universities. Radio One: lOpm-midnight. 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 15 Artrageous! Defll's new arts O programme, presented by Jazz pianist, Jason Rebello, BBC2: 7.30-8pm 
THURSDAY APRIL 16 Top Of The Pops, BBC1:7- [ [j[ 7.30pm 
In Concert featuring yL_j Shakespears Sister, Radio One; 9-10pm 
Wet Wet Wet in concert, [ p] BBC1:10.45-11.40pm 
Dave Stewart And The 

SATURDAY APRIL 18 The ITV Chart Show, 12 
n noon-lpm 

Annie Lennox, concludes 
2-3pm 

SUNDAY APRIL 19 
O 1 

music week BIIMOIE^S 

Music Week Binders are available for you to conveniently store back issues of Music Week. The custom made, smart, easy to use binders hold six months of Music Week and cost only £7.50 each or £14.00 for two (including P&P in the UK), lb order simply send your cheque or postal order to: 
ASP Reader Service Argos House Boundary Way 

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST 
Please make cheques and postal orders to ASP Ltd. - Allow 28 days for delivery 
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cresc, p 

Sony Music Publishing (UK) 
ANXIOUS MUSIC - including CURVE ° BEDAZZLED = BEST WAY TO WALK « BLUEY • JERRY 
BURNS • THE CHIMES » SIMON CLIMIE <• THE DARLING BUDS • DEACON BLUE * DES'REE 
ECHO MUSIC - including STEVE SILK' HURLEY, KYM SIMS, E-SMOOVE JAMIE PRINCIPLE 
& M'DOC • ERASURE - FIVE STAR • FORGET-ME-NOTS . DAVID GREENSLADF . GLENE^ 
GREGORY = A GUY CALLED GERALD • HEAVEN WEST ELEVEN <> PAULINE HENRY . YUSUF 
ISLAM o m.KE MCEVOY/IN FINITE PRODUCTIONS . CHRISTIAN JAMES • MATT JOHNSON 
MANIC STREET PREACHERS • M C ERIC . MUSIC FACTORY . PAUL M^ERS " NEIL 
PALMER • THE PASADENAS - PINKERTON • POWER OF DREAMS Ntl 

PEOPLE • PAUL REID • DEAN ROSS • RIC SANDERS. SHAINiT',|rpp, rv 'c
N..iTi

HE M.ERK 
SMITH - SPACE ANGELS • DAVY SPILLANE . THE SURFING BRIDES . T99. the'VTOLET 
HOUR • THE WATERBOYS • JEFF WAYNE 
SONY MUSIC PUBLISHING 17-19 Soho Square London W1V SHE Telephone 071 ■7S4. R-i £3-i -- , 



MUSIC PUBLISHING 

Writers fight back as 

dance sidelines songs 

House, techno and reissues may be dominating music sales but 1991's Ivor 
Novello Awards shortlist reveals a vintage crop, writes Sarah Davies 
What with Cubik, Charly, Get Ready For This, Go, and Is There Anybody Out There 1991 will be remembered as the year that-hard edged house and techno dominated the charts. But some traditional songs still shone through and it's these which dominate nominations for the 37th Ivor Novello Awards. BASCA, which set up and r the PRS-sponsored Novellos received thousands of entries from music publishers. The entries are initially evaluated by a panel of professional songwriters and BASCA members which determines the categories. A shortlist of between 12 and 16 songs is chosen for each category, except best A-Side and international hit of the year, taken from rough sales estimates and most-performed work, based on PRS logs. A second panel then judges the shortlisted songs and the winners' names will be revealed at the lunch on April 15. This year's judges, which include BASCA chairman Don Black, artist and TV-host Jools Holland and DJ Mike Read, warmly praised the final selection, but noted that 1991 was not a good year for songwriters. Don Black says: "Overall I was disappointed by much that came out during the year. I don't think 

BEST CONTtMPORARY SONG 

The late Freddie Mercury, Seal and Mick Hucknall — the 
it's been a vintage year and I don't think in years to come people will be whistling them." Mike Read, who along with his radio career is also a songwriter and has been a publisher himself, says: "BASCA is trying to help by encouraging new songwriters, but there's only so much it can do. Back catalogue stifles new talent. "If I were a publisher with several hundred back albums about to come out on CD, I'd 

concentrate on that and make a lot of money. It's easier to justify to your boss than explaining what you've been doing with a new 
Jools Holland, in his first year as a judge, was similarly struck by the paucity of great songs. "It makes you realise that really good songs are not coming out all the time," he says. "Good, 

include a crop 

of new acts whose talent has overcome the odds: Seal, who jointly won best contemporary song for 1990 with Adamski, EMF nominated this year for international hit of the year, Mick Hucknall, James, Right Said Fred and The KLF. Songwriting is a talent that tends to mature with age and if the judges are right these songwriters should have a rich future ahead. 

EMF member Ian Dench says: "The Ivor Novello Awards are all about songs. In England, The Beatles are our legacy and the song tradition is great, because of the way English people use songs to put 
EMF are aCrOSS' holding the banner for English music internationally and we haven't won any awards yet; so Ivor Novello must have looked down from above and said give these lads 
We're pleased to be nominated but w 

NOMINATIONS FOR 1991 IVOR NOVELLO AWARDS 
DANCES WITH WOLVES 

THE ONE AND ONLY ANY DREAM WILL DO 

So What Ltd. EMI Music BEST SELLING A-SIDE ANY DREAM WILL DO 
THE WHOLE OF THE MOON S 
BEST TV OR RADIO THEME THESE ARE THE DAYS OF en Music. EMI Music Publishing 

A TV/RADIO COMMERCIAL 

Berkeley Music (Administered by SONGWRITER(S) OF THE YEAR, SPECIAL AWARD FOR INTERNATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT. TH KENNEDY AWARD, BEST BRITISH MUSIC, SPECIAL AWARD FOR LI   ~ OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO BRITISH MUSIC 
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Uon Bobby Browit^ frecy Chopiticin# fie 
fiite Yovng €fiiitiib«is (PRS)* Pefebi® ©ifeson^ Gwns N ilosesr 
Snxs Jimmy Joiti & ferry Lewis^ Hoey Lewi^ ice-Tr 
Ciris iscg®iic#. Jeff Martika^ Ricifflrd Mssrx, 
Jloin Meiieitcoitip^ Meftiiiigsi^ Se@rfe New ICras 
flie Block, Randy Newman, Robert Paimer# b®"* P®ft¥r 
Prince, Run DMC, Tesla, Tone Loc, U2(PRS)*, Narada, Michael 
Walden, ©lane Warren, Whitesnake, 1 0,0®© Maniacs^ 
Bryan ^ianis, Difitai Underground, Lenny Kravstz, Patricli: 
Leonard, Motley Crue, Salt-N-Pepa, lick Springfield, Stinfj 
I PRS)*, Tangerine SZ fop. Pill Collins (PRS) , Pef 
l»hop [3©ys fPRS)*, Sugaareepbes (STEF)*, iaui 01 Swi . 
Itoachford (PRS)*, AC/DC (APRA)*, Del Leppard (PRS)*, Bur} 

lierHnJ LeNlO 'MATTER HOW'^^WCwIch®®^ 

ilenry Manclni, Johnny Mercer, €@i@ ^©Q^ter, Stepheis 
Sondieim, ©rnett® Mmmom, Bob Dylan, ¥fe@ Grateful Dead, 
Jiimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Led Zeppelin, l-eSbeff ^ Sf@iiefp 
Jim Morrison, Da^id Bowie (PRS)*, Dire Straits (PRS)% 
Marvin Gaye, isiey Brothers, Elton John (PRS)*, Guincy 
Jones, Kiss, Sob iic^rley, "Pawl McCartney |PIIS|> Lionel 
Richie, Smokey Robinson, fit© Rolling Stones (PRS)*, Bruce 
Springsteen, Rod Stewart, faikiBig lie^ds, ¥an Naien, Neil 
Youiig, Afedni, Aerosniitii, Depech© Mod© (PRS)*, Gipsy 
iCings (SACEM)*, Andrew LSoyd Webber (PRS)*, Living Colourr i 
®r!?y Britten (PRS)*, Clint Black, Genesis (PRS)*, Erasurcp 

| PRS)*, Guy, P M Dawn, Simply Red (PRS|*, ShabE#a RanksL 
IRaxi Priest (PRS)* Cathy Dennis (PRS)* Simple Minds (PRSfi 
S%t© SluiieiJ (PRS)* Wet Wet Wet (PRS)*, Jesisg & Mary Chan| 
| PRS)*, Diana Ross, Wonderstuff (PRS)*, Isscsiief@ |SiAi|*, C & 
Musi® Factory, Gartfe Brooks, Carter USM (PRS)* 

76% of the new songs that entered 
the Billboard Hot 100 in 1991 

were licensed by ASCAP,** 
"Includes songs licensed in whole or In part by ASCAP VOICE OF MUSIC. 'Licensing through ASCAP in the U.S. society of For additional information, contact James Fisher, U.K. Regional Director couposehs ASCAP, Suite 10, 52 Flaymarket, London SW1 Y4RP, 071-973-0069 publishers 

I 
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PUBLSSHSNG 

Cosmopolitan spirit puts 

UK players on the map 

UK publishers are leading the way in helping young talent gain a foothold 
in overseas markets and thus building long-term careers. By Valerie Potter 
While other industries panic about the onset of the single European market, the imminent collapse of trade barriers has made the UK music industry — not least music publishers — realise just how successful they are. And the dominance of UK and US repertoire in Europe looks set to continue, Jacques Delors or no Jacques Delors. But that is not to suggest that music publishers can afford to ignore what happens outside the UK. "It's vital to have acts that sell worldwide," says Zomba Music Publishing managing director Steven Howard. "We have avoided acts that have just got a UK appeal and nothing else." The UK still retains its status in offering early warning of worldwide trends, however. "Groups that are happening internationally usually happen in the UK or America first," points out Warner Chappell MD Robin Godfrey-Cass, who now also has responsibility for international A&R. One current example of the way music publishers help young acts on the first rung of international success are Irish act My Little Funhouse, signed to Island Music Publishing, It was a development deal with Island which gave the band time to hone its act to the stage where they are now the subject of a fierce bidding war between Warner Music and Geffen which has seen them feted by label executives all over the world from Dublin to Los Angeles to Hawaii. With careers that have progressed a little further, Publishers can help artists secure recording contracts, as Hit And Run did with Keziah Jones, and offer relatively inexperienced management companies valuable advice on the international record and hve market. When an act has been signed, music publishers can make financial contributions towards record company marketing eampaigns in the form of posters, ads, independent promotion and, sometimes, tour support. Just as finportant, however, are the less ng'~e forms of assistance they ■ oan offer to their writers: for example, by encouraging their network of international affiliates motivate record company noensees bv "talking .,«» 

PUBLISHING CASE STUDY - PM DAWN 

How a music publisher can play an active role with international talent is borne out by the success story of PM Dawn. MCA Music in London signed the New Jersey band to a development deal before the act had a recording contract. Since then, the company has contributed in a number of ways, from early demos to independent ' radio promotion and f- 

offering advice on everything from the choice of singles and video producers to playing live. The band have now sold more than 1m copies of their debut album, Of The Heart, Of The Soul And Of The Cross, worldwide an year's Brits Award for best miernaiional artist. 

However, MCA Music's Paul Connolly stresses that the band's success has been the result of a team effort. "It is very much the case that when publishers work in unison with the record and management company — as we did with PM Dawn — you can see the results," he says. "Publishers can't do it by themselves the record companies have still got to sell the records." 
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PUBLISHING 
Publishers stress that while high advances may profit a writer in the short-term, they can be detrimental in the long-term. "The worst 
band that signs to a major, gets a huge advance and the publisher doesn't do anything," says International Music Network's Ellis Rich. "Later they try to get a deal with another major and he rings up the first one, who says, 'Don't touch them — we gave them a fortune and nothing happened', as if, in some way, it was the fault of the group!" 

progress in their ( Island managing director Richard Manners remembers that he sent out watches featuring James to his sub-publishers on the release of the band's album, as a simple promotional strategy "to concentrate their minds", and ensure that the record didn't get lost in the flood of competing releases. Usually, the degree to which a publishing company can become involved in the overseas exploitation of an act is dictated by the level of the deal. Bidding wars, unrealistic advances and tight splits leave publishers with little incentive to work repertoire internationally. Those are the grounds on which Ellis Rich is hoping to challenge the majors with the International Music Network, a consortium of independent publishers which he founded last year. He cites as an example his recent signing of torch singer Melinda Miel, whose LP the Law Of The Dream is currently available in Germany, Holland and the UK. While his investment in the artist was not great, it did enable her to draw on the support of the individual companies which comprise the Network, working on her behalf to help place the product in their 
And while the advance she received might be considered a 

•ntrating minds' Connolly (left) and Phillips Manner. 
negligible loss to be written off by a major, for an independent publisher survival depends on finding ways of making that money back, through covers and compilations if the record is not 3 Withfiie focus of their international activities being to exploit British talent abroad, and with Anglo-American repertoire accounting for some 70% of total sales in Europe, the acquisition of European writers tends to be a low priority for UK publishers. "It's not that we don't scour the other markets to see their crossover potential," says Godfrey-Cass, "but a lot of the homegrown product is not internationally acceptable." EMI Music Publishing has tried to remedy the situation by 

holding quarterly meetings to single out a European (non-UK) act as a priority. Currently, the act is Clouseau, a Belgian band, for which EMI has secured a UK release. "But," admits EMI Music Publishing MD Peter Reichardt, "it's a very hard slog." However, dance music is the one area in which European product has successfully crossed over. MCA Music MD Nick Phillips and head of creative department Paul Connolly have enjoyed considerable success with artists like 2 Unlimited. "It's an area that traditionally publishers and record companies feel isn't lucrative enough, because generally we haven't had album-selling artists out of that area," says Connolly. "But if you get in early enough and you don't 

pay a great deal of money for it, it can be very successful. "On 2 Unlimited, for example, we picked up the first single for £1,500 and sold 350,000 copies, it was a number two single and it's been on at least 10 compilations." Other publishers have been forging successful collaborations by pairing their British-based writers with counterparts from abroad. Island Music's Steve Lindsey flew Vanessa Contenay in from France to meet ex-Frazier Chorus bassist Chris Taplin and the pair have now formed a duo called Espirito Lurainoso. And Hit And Run creative manager Dave Massey recently sent its writer Phil Manikiza to Paris to write with Jenna De Rosnay. "Some of our writers are getting more recognition in lesser territories than they are in the UK and US," says Hit And Run MD Jon Crawley. "For example, Phil had one of his songs covered on the biggest selling album in Australia last year, which was about 260,000 records, "Obviously, we're looking to do that more and more, particularly in countries like France, where they have a very strong local market; if you can tap in with a French artist, then you can see some significant sales." So much for the destruction of trade barriers. It seems that many of the UK's music publishers weren't even aware they existed. H 

"Those who find they're 

touched by madness, 

sit down next to me" 

Table 23, Grosvenor House, 15th April 
Island/Blue Mountain Music 

(S) ISLAND 
MUSIC 

Our congratulations to Tim Booth, Larry Gott, Jim Glennie and Gavan Whelan 
"Sit Down" - Best Contemporary Song, Ivor Novello Awards 1992 
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SLEEVE printings, design 

Grand 

designs 

The stakes and costs are high in sleeve design. Karen Faux reports 
With so many independent design companies pitching for business it's hard to imagine that just 20 years ago most record companies had their own in-house studios to service all of their design requirements. The proliferation of formats combined with more thoughtful marketing has meant that sleeve design has become an increasingly complex and expensive business. As Dave Wharin, director of Quick On The Draw — its name recently shortened to Qd as part of a corporate revamp — says: "Here we are employing 12 designers who can come up with a variety of solutions that an individual record company just can't produce. Over the years it seems to have been a financial decision to close down those in-house departments." On average record companies are paying outside design houses around £3,000 for an album sleeve design and £1,500 for a single sleeve. However, on the top selling Now series, Qd charges something in the region of £7,000, reflecting the move towards the kind of expensive, computer generated graphics that can make the Now logo look as if it is chiselled out of a block ofice. I don't believe that record companies really value design in the way that corporate clients do'" says Gary Wathan, former creative director at Virgin and now director of Icon Communications. "When you eal with ad agencies the design Is hkely to be part of a long-term 'mage development. They will 

van0,™30® ins i" 'i16 region of 480,000 with a design consultancy. Corporate logos cost as much a million quid to develop." 
l he downside of corporate work, however, is that while 

far i! rare higher' Projects are Jar less frequent. And music projects are 
nnderstandably becoming more pxLe.n?ng with s'eeve images nostl t',0 work across Press ads' e TV commercials and even videos. pp^eitk Peacock, director of 
believes thaa

t
rketin!andDeSign 8 record companies 

Mark Easton of Definition Design plus an example of hi 
are putting more and more emphasis on sleeve design "particularly in the area of TV advertised albums where the stakes are high," he says. But if the status of sleeve design has increased, says Peacock, the budgets have not. Leisure Process managing director John Carver claims budgets have remained static for the last five years. Lead times on projects are infinitely variable and inevitably there are a fair quota of panic jobs. According to Carver, the schedule is wholly dependent on the client. "Times can vary. We produced the singles bag for Whitney Houston's Saving All My Love overnight. For Zodiac Mindwarp's album we had nine 

One of the benefits of dealing with independent labels is that the designer is more likely to be dealing with the decision maker. Mark Easton, a director of Definition Design which does a lot of work with independents including Strange Fruit says: "They give us full reign to come up with our own ideas and while they want to be involved they also prefer us to take the strain out of the design process." The biggest single influence on style and method in recent years has been the rise and rise of the Apple Macintosh computer. On a creative level the development of computer technology has brought with it a surge of what look like computer generated designs, is particularly evident in dance music sleeves. But designers tend to agree that the supremacy of the Apple Mac has led to an element of 

sameness creeping into sleeve design and Qd's Wharin cautions that there is a danger of designers working to its limitations. Images have become starker, with a move away from artist pictures and cover detail. A sleeve like Michael Jackson's Dangerous stands out as almost anachronistic in its detail. Distinguished freelance designer Vaughan Oliver, who works out of 4AD's offices and handles all of its creative work, is one of the few designers who doesn't use an Apple Mac because he is not particularly impressed with what it can do. For him, he says, aesthetics come before commerciality and he prefers to work back from the music, to come up with an image that captures its atmosphere. He believes that the art of current sleeve typography has become intrinsically boring; "Record sleeves used to be at the cutting edge in graphic design but the formats are restricting now because of their size. There's no room to experiment," he says. But with the trend towards DCC, designers have to come to terms with the fact that their 
Peacock says: "I think design companies in the record industry have adapted to this extremely well and wonder what would happen to book jacket design if the size of books was reduced by 75%." DCC may be small but with the portable players designed so that the covers of the tapes are displayed like an accessory, potent images will still be a priority. 

The size of the act often has a direct bearing on how the design unfolds. Anthony Michael, co-director of Michael Nash Associates — which won this year's Music Week Packaging award for its Seal and Fluke album sleeves — says "Big acts are sometimes more difficult to work on as so much has gone before. And the bigger the project, the greater the number of people who have an opinion. The design team is way down the list. The result is often design by 
easier in that in do sc 
creatively as 
preconceptions' 

TO ALL YOU LOT OUT THERE THINKING OF PRODUCING YOUR OWN 'RECORDS' 

REVIVAL AND 
SURVIVAL 

VINYL •yes: rsv has SPECIALLY BEEN SET UP TO KEEP VINYL GOING AND HELP ALL YOU INDIES PRODUCE YOUR OWN RECORDS 
mmm 

VINYL PRESSING 
EElll 

AtLttNOEft OMS «aqF SPECIAL PACKAGES 
500 X 12" 

SINGLES CUTTING/ PROCESSING/ VINYL/1 COLOUR LABELS/BLACK \ SLEEVES / 

1,000 X 12" 
(raro.ool 

986 9882 
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SLEEVE PRINTING & DESIGN 

The one stop solution 

Martin Aston assesses the rapid advances in sleeve printing technology 
First there was the jewel case and then there was the Digipak. Now there is a whole range of alternatives. CMCs's COM-Pace dispenses with flaps, while Triangle's Disc-Pac has front and back flaps with a multi-page insert. Robert Stace's Flip design is so named because the CD is flipped out when the case is opened, while Delga's prototype wallet has a tuck-in lid. 

New technology doesn't come cheap, but UK printers can't afford to be without it. With design and repro practices going through revolutionary changes since the introduction of computerised electronic page composition (EPC) systems, printers now have a new brief. At Mayking, for example, the pressure is on to gear up with the Apple Mackintosh. "We're looking at installing the Apple Mac system because it's far more convenient for everyone concerned," says Mayking sales manager Clive Robins. "It will mean quicker turnrounds, alterations can be made at no additional cost and prices of reproduction will come down once companies get back their capital 

RYfln it l) H III s 

While the odd special 12-inch may crop up, CD has become the dominant a 

The level of in vestment necessary to offer a completely computerised service means companies have pitched themselves at different areas depending on their resources. The largest companies such as Tinsley Robor and Robert Stace, 

which offer print and repro facilities have few qualms about investing in state-of-the art equipment, or in the former's case, buying a design consultancy (Icon, in 1990) in order to offer a competitive "one-stop" proposition, where design, repro and printing are offered under one roof, as a package deal. But even Delga Press, a sizeable printer one rung below the biggest, is still looking at the risk of a seven figure investment, having already spent£100,000 on an Agfa laser image setter and 

revolution is about to begin! 

processor that the company admits can only handle the simpler element of design. Further down the line, a printer like Chard Print & Design has a turnover of £300,000, which constrains expansion plans. "We reproduce artwork on Apple Macs, but finance is one of the reasons we haven't looked at electronic scanners yet," confirms managing director Glen Miller. "We've yet to decide if there is any great saving, but it's not a matter of life or death to us yet." 
PCD Manchester is aiming to fill a gap in the market by providing a 
thatspans sleeves, staging 
merchandising tailored to independent labels. Director Martin Fisher says"For 
providing lighting and projections on tour with the New fast Automatic Daffodils led to carrying a design through for their sleeves. With Manchester 
international force in terms of 

While computerisation is in its relative infancy it seems record companies are still happier working with conventional artwork, as Colors MD Chris Green confirms. "We can supply discs, artwork, or even both, but until we're told otherwise, we'll continue to supply flat artwork," he says. "From our side, it can still be easier to design a sleeve on paper and move things around, but handle the type variations on Apple Mac. Mixing the two together gives you the most freedom." Creating a one stop service doesn't necessarily rely on take- overs and mergers. While Tinsley Robor bought Icon outright, and CMS joined with Peacock Marketing and Design by taking a 50% share in the company, as far as Capital Repro is concerned, moving into the London headquarters of design company Creative Ideas and its owners Pravenue Press has boosted business for all parties. "With the integration of design and repro, we've seen the demise of typesetters because they've had to offer a greater range of facilities, but we can now offer either end of the repro service, and under one roof, which makes us more attractive to the industry," claims Capital's MD Tony McGill. "Companies are taking to the one-stop idea slowly because they're used to certain suppliers, but the idea will come to fruition with exposure." Capital's link up with Creative Ideas has provided Pravenue with its first music-related work, but the company has decided to invest only in CD and cassette machinery as vinyl steadily declines. CMCS reported a 20% drop in vinyl turnover in 1991 compared with Delga's drop of 40%, while Tinsley Robor has budgeted to reduce production by 50% this year. However, Chord, which services the indie sector, has found that vinyl has yet to tail off, and is still buoyant, particularly in the dance sector. One problem for printers is the ► 
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THE SMART WAY TO SAVE UP TO 

ON YOUR NEXT SPECIAL 

CD SINGLE RELEASE 

-iI -I 
B a 

* 

Ij is a cost effective alternative to moiwelaborate 
and expensive CD single packaging. But fBQiiWFiFTCij is not just 

significantly cheaper; it gives you the gatefold format, it's quicker to 
produce and it provides creative departments with a 

larger print area to work with. 
Can you afford to ignore the difference? 

M c s 
GROUP OF COMPANIES 

CREATIVlfPACKAGING & PRINT FOR THE RECORD INDUSTRY 
CMCS Print • Meantime Reprographics • Peacock Marketing & Design • Grey Edwards McGill • Modern Publicity 



SLEEVE PRINTING & DESIGN 
Record companies value the freedom to choose any designer for any job. As a result there are still just a handful of companies that qualify as true 
although there 
permutations. Robert Stace and Delga offer repro and print but don't get 
design, while MPT Colour Graphics offers design and print but only two-colour repro in-house. Alternatively, a broker like COPS takes finished artwork of film, sends it off to a French factory and then delivers the finished, sleeve product. 

► decline in the size of orders. The slack can be made up by taking greater numbers of orders but printers are increasingly having to swallow costs of "overs" (wastage). The old benchmark of 10% that labels used to pay for has been pinned back to 5%. "We're under extreme pressure not to do overs, which is , so it's kept to a " CMCS MD John Hershey-Walker reports. "We set a target for 8% overs on a run of 5,000, which by the time it's gone to the printer, is maybe 4%, which the customer is invariably happy to pay for. Labels are very conscious of overstocks, so we instil the importance of this into our staff, and increase efficiency." As suppliers compete to offer the best service, the quality of the computer link becomes crucial. This is where printers will argue. Whereas Apple Macs are seen as the design tool, repro is serviced by varying brands of scanners — Scitex, Crosfield, PIPS, HEL and Dai-Nippon. Triangle chose PIPS because, according to MD Keith Pike, the product took a fresh approach, whereas Scitex "tried to build a new system around old technology, plus at £600,000-700,000, it was cheaper than Scitex." Tinsley Robor sales director Lee Newbon claims: "If you're a serious system user, nothing works remotely like Scitex 

because it handles text so efficientlyElite Repro director Peter Hart disagrees; he's just spent nearly £500,000 in the new Crosfield 9500C. "We took Phonogram up to Crosfield where it took 40 minutes from scanning to final films on an item, whereas Scitex took four hours," he says. Linard also has a Crosfield. "Originally, it was capable of a bit more than Scitex because Crosfield had worked with Apple Macs in developing the language between the two systems, but there really isn't any difference anymore," he says. As yet, there's no end in sight for the process of investment. Linard estimates he's spent £850,000 on maintaining repro equipment and compatability with design technology over the past 18 months: "How long will it be before it all needs updating?" he wonders. Keeping abreast of competition, Tinsley Robor follows the opening of the CD single printers TR Display Print in Slough with news of a pioneering electronic data transmission link, utilising a BT line between its repro house Sonic Plates and EMI Music in Holland, which will do away with the need for couriers. As Terry Edwards says, somewhat ruefully, "You have to keep abreast of the changes. You can't afford to stand still, regardless of economic 

HERE'S A TRICKY ONE FOR YOU 
Turnaround Special requirements 

Boy On Top I 01 The News/ Diesel Park 
Tinsley Robor 10 working CD digipak box set single with silver foil blocking on blue paper wrapped 

four-colour on both sides. Heavy board cover laminated. Booklet pages glued, threadsown and perfect bound. CD inserted on inside back 

The Majesty MCA Of Rock/ Spinal Tap 
roast beef scratch'n' sniff 
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We're proud to 
have played our 
part in this 
quality job 

no 

. Capital 
I>EER ONE ROOR 

CREATIVE IDEAS LIMITED 
PARVENU PRESS LIMITED 

081 31 6 

Capital 

081 854 0398 1 FARADAV WAY, WESTMINSTER WOOLWICH. LONDON 
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CLASSIFIED 

appointments 

Radio Promotions Junior 
Sony Music Entertainment has three labels in the U.K., one of which is the Columbia label, with acts such as Bruce Springsteen, Martika, Public Enemv and the Pasadenas. We are seeking to recruit a junior to work in the Radio Promotions Department, assisting with office administration and telephone work, and promoting Columbia new releases at Radio stations. Candidates do not need experience in the music industry, but must have the confidence and ability to build up relationships with a wide range of people, 

airafninSa^age^SonrM^TEi W1V6HE. 

COLUMBIA 

WAN TE£/7Top SALES 
Cyi REPRESENTATIVE 

■ ■ ■ 

SALES 

tiiP3 

WE|TrLONDON 

2. T ST" 

ROYALTIES MANAGER 
One of the UK's leading publishers of adult and children's )oks, the Penguin Group, have a vacancy for a Royalties Mana 

BUSINESS TO BUSIN ESS 
The lest for your BmsIhoss 

in tune with 
Call 0296 

615151 for our 1992 infor- 
mation pack. You'll be 
surprised by what you see. 

LIFT- HP22 5BL, Phone; 0296/61 5151, Fax: 0296/612865 Systems with future 
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CLASSIFIED 

APPOINTMENTS 

NOT WHAT YOU'D 

EXPECT, BUT MORE 
THAN YOU'D IMAGINE. 

If you're enterprising, ambitious and imaginative, with an understanding of today's youth market, then here's a way to put all those qualities into a successful career. Taylor Walker - the name behind over 700 pubs throughout the London area - are looking for people like you to manage some of our prime London sites. These are Young Person's venues, targeted towards a lively yet highly demanding clientele, so you'll need to know what it takes to make a party. Fun ideas, original promotions, off-the-wall suggestions - we'll look to you to dream them up, and make them work. Experience in the leisure industry is essential, as well as a sure instinct (no matter how you've gained it) for what it is our customers want. Of course, some business awareness, an extrovert personality and endless reserves of energy wouldn't go amiss, either. If you've got what we're looking for, you'll be surprised by the kind of opportunities - and rewards - that we can offer. Please send your CV, quoting ref: YP1, to: Claire Walker, Personnel Department, Taylor Walker Ltd., 77 Muswell Hill, London N10 3PH. 

Taylor 

Walker 

ROYALTY AUDITOR 
verify the accuracy of royalty statements issued by them The work involves the following: Analysis/interpretation of agreements; Accuracy and attenti to precise detail; Experience and understanding oHrow royalties are calculated; Au     

11-2-3; Report writing and presentation of num 
Our well established music audit practice seeks royalty growth. Please send a detailed CV clearly stating your Ms C WcIIer, Stephen Abery & Co. 56 Wigmore i 2t. London W1H9DG 

ORIGINATION/COPYRIGHT 
ASSISTANT REQUIRED FOR INDEPENDENT RECORD COMPANY We ore looking for o literate person (or our origination department. Typing skills essential and word processing helpful Copyright experience would be an advantage. Other aspects of the Job Involve the maintenance of our archives of tapes, films and photographs; progress chasing of production parts; inputting of, and proof reading, sleeve notes and label copy; verifying artwork; researching photographs; and all the other duties that are attached to this very busy office. The ability to pay attention to detail Is an essential 

A competitive salary Is offered, dependent on experience. Ptease send your C. V In the first 
6-50 Steele Road, Lo 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

fklAM 
PRIAM SOFTWARE is now available in modules 

Book-keeping tl.WKl Sales Ledger Purchase ledger, VAT Norminal Ledger £750 To Final Accounts Point of Sales £1.000 Sales Order Processing £1.000 Slock Control £1.000 Purchase Order Ptocessing£750 Marketing/Database £500 Rentals £500 Video Hire £750 

I> OS XI MO 
HEOOROS? 

Then ns® 
PROTECTIVE 
ENVELOPES! 

FED UP WITH EXPENSIVE HOTELS FOR YOUR GROUPS? Consort Estates 
available lor weekly letting in 
Tel: 081-451 3094 Fax; 081-459 4422 

CASH AVAILABLE 

'arabesque distribution representing many/) mdependent labels includin^-Lipk, RedfcTOgtu|tv, President, Dojo, EmeraldKTring, Pil^^Avefeign, Masters, Baktabak and many more. 
AR ABE SQP E Wll OLE SALE AND EXF'QRTAptuge selection of chart, back cafal^ue;.bu^get, jbverstocks and videos on allJpsmhts- /dkY M 
ARABI£SQUfe/lMlJ,C)RTS non parallel issues from all over the world. New releases plus large back catalogue always in 

{ Gontact.us today NETWORK HOUSE, 29-39 STIRLING ROAD, LONDON. W3 8DJ 

Pane© and S@iil 

This material cost in excess of £30,000 to record but we need help to release them. 
Lets make some money and some hits this 

Call Paasl or EossaM 
081-961-5680 WOTiCE BOARD 

cmpo CMP® RECORDS LTD S3 Rupert Street, tendon Wl 
to 

m y S 0 c 
SYSTEMS 

NOTICE BOARD 
FOR SALE 

LOS 
ANGELES 

SKILLED MASTERING ENGINEER required for thriving London facility • minimum 5 years experience • ability to work with 
Super3 bed flat, Tarzana convenient for 101 freeway. Ex. area. Pool, jaccuzi, gymnasium. $169,000 dollars 

Tel: 081948 8138 

TAX PROBLEMS 
prepared, negotiation he SOUTH COAST 
From £50 —will v Telephone 081-6731197 
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Remember where you heard it: We 
knew he had itchy feet, but Virgin 
general manager Mark Williams was 
stuffing himself with pasta on Friday 
as he prepared for yesterday's London Marathon, at which he expected to 
raise £5,000 for Nordoff-Robbins . . . 
Insiders at the top secret Stone 
Roses sessions say the band have 
already laid down four 10-minute 
tracks recorded at a secret Manchester address with the aid of 
the Stones mobile. Exhausted by 
their efforts the Roses are apparently 
now taking a breather until the summer. . . Congratulations to 
Zomba whose music publishing and 
management arms are celebrating 
one of their most successful periods 
ever with hits from everyone from Michael Jackson, to W.A.S.P. to KD 
Lang and Mr Bean . . . Malcolm 
Dunbar is hotly tipped for something, 
while former MCA marketing chief 
Bob Fisher is considering offers . . . 
Pic-A-Tape has become the latest 
member of Bard . . . Expect Bruce 
Springsteen dates soon, with "Sir" 
Harvey promoting... Go! Discs' MD 
Andy MacDonald was prevented 
from celebrating his Top Five 
Beautiful South album by a kidney 
infection . . . Independently minded 
George Kimpton-Howe is 
branching out into a spot of artist 
management, handling the 
well-tipped Slamm ... Gallup turned 
out to be the only market researcher to put the Tories ahead going into 
Thursday's election . . . Paul Russell is not going anywhere. "The sun is 
shining, the Tories are in for another 
five years, and I'm here to stay," he 
1^ri^ ' Q NEVER 1 A? column. A 1 jl §" E| '■ 0t Faiil W gating the ■1 

%, overpriced.! until it publi So we may not have to put \f 1J2.49 for a disc which cost Another development •a Ww on the new Bruce Sp* Jyuch is still more than yoj toe standard UK price, ■eported "anger" among rij P'Ove.At the sc J 

DOOLEY'S DIARY 

taiiers who feel they qualify to contact him for a listing. Oddly, considering his anti- music industry stance, de Lisle reveals generous rec- 

John Aston lleft) Tony Woollcott fright) smiled through their sartorial faux pas at the company's recent sales meeting. The guys joined 65 sales reps from around the country to hear about the major's forthcoming release schedule, which includes platters from Mariah Carey, Alexander O'Neal and the pictured slats-in-the-making Jerry Bums and Martyn Joseph. 
beamed on Friday . . . There will be red 
faces at PRS when they hear the new 
tape from Island Music Publishing's 
comic star John Shuttleworth, 
which features a real phonecall he 
made to the Berners Street HQ. When 
asked about a PRS-registered song a 
staff member utters the immortal 
words, "I'm sorry. I am not musically 
minded.". . . Dave Stewart has 
bought Annie Lennox's half-share of 
The Church studios which the former 
Eurythmics bought together in more 
harmonious times . . . Richard 
Handover, out for a day of store 
visits last week, was seen tidying 
racks in both Sam Goody and 4-Play. 
"I know they're rivals, but it's difficult 
to break the habit of a lifetime," he 
says . . . Wishful thinking or was 
Simply Red manager Elliott Rashman merely premature in 
calling Mick Hucknall a 1991 Ivor 
Novello Award winner in the 
Granada TV/East West "rockumentary" previewed on 
Monday? For the record, the awards 
take place on Wednesday . . . Good on 
sports administrator Mark Caswell, 
who is stepping into the breach to 
revive the league left to wither and 
die by the disappearance of Simon 
Joiner. He is planning a round robin 

tournament starting on May 1 for 
£40 a team followed by an autumn 
league. Any of the 23 teams who want 
details should phone Mark on 081 874 
6715 . . , EMI is clearly feeling 
confident after a "casual" team pipped 
Sheridans 7-6 in a six-a-side match 
last week. Anyone interested in a 
game (except Joiner) should contact 
Simon Gurney at "The Square" . . . It's 
always the same, find yourself a 
hideaway resort and soon the world 
and his wife turn up. That was the 
fate of Chris Wright whose visit to 
the ski slopes of Aspen, Colorado last 
week coincided with that of fellow 
Chrysalis founder Terry Ellis, EMI 
Music boss Jim Fifield and Irving 
Azoff. But still Wright and his wife 
made time to meet Fifield and Azoff 
on the tennis court, we hear. The 
result? Match to Mr & Mrs 
Wright. . . Despite a couple of offers, 
former Island Music A&R manager 

$> 
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week, going by the kind of merchandise they have pre- pared for the event |see left). Smutty jokes aside, the Sound City organisers now have an unprecedented line up of events from gigs to talks to films. Norwich is clearly the place to be next 

Richard Brown is keen for more on 
071 221 3831 . . . Warner Classics' Bill 
Holland finds himself embroiled in a 
murder inquiry after his leg was 
broken in a mugging last month. 
Holland's discerning eye is being cast 
across a series of identity parades as 
police believe two youths arrested for 
stabbing a man to death were 
responsible for the mugging . . . Sony 
was so nervous about someone 
dropping the only Mini Disc player 
in the UK that gorgeous pouting 
technical information manager Eric 
Kingdom was flung into the 
limelight to press the buttons on 
Tomorrow's World on Wednesday  

itusic week 
JSC, AdjiroducLo 

i Computer Postings, 1 'ax; 081-648-1873. UK 
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Mary Black 

no frontiers • new albu 

iJkf r 
0,^ ^ r\n Trfciif IVi On Tour May 

1992 
guest With special guest 

Martyn Joseph 

^ 3rd Birmingham Town Hall 
5th Manchester Free Trade Hall 
6th Cambridge Corn Exchange 

8th Bristol Colston Hall 
9th London Dominion 

10th London Dominion 
12th Edinburgh Queens Ua\M 

l 13th Aberdeen Music Hall 
IB 14th Glasgow Secc 
P 16th Newcastle City Hall 
17th Sheffield Octagon Centre 

19th Brighton Dome 
20th Liverpool Philharmonic 

Ki 

album out 11th may 
available on cd • mc • vinyl • gralp • 00 

Distributed by Rio Communications via Polygram Tel: 081 590 6044 

In Association with 


